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1.0
Executive Summary
Red Meat Profit Partnership (RMPP) is a programme to help the pastoral red meat livestock sector in
New Zealand increase its productivity and profitability. Structured as a Primary Growth Partnership
programme, RMPP works with farmers and sector businesses to develop, test and put new ideas,
new technology solutions and new ways of working into action behind farm gates and between
farms and red meat processors. Established in November 2013, RMPP’s programme was funded
50/50 by government and industry for seven years ending in October 2020.
RMPP began with an intensive research phase, from which evolved a programme with four
components: agricultural extension; programmes, resources and tools; people and capability; and
assurance and provenance. This report concerns the third component, people and capability, and
within it focuses on 13 projects with a common theme, to assist people in the red meat sector to
grow their capability. These projects can be categorised into four areas:
1. Improving computing, financial and farm staff capability:
Computer Courses for Farmers: These were two courses that introduced people to computers and
their use, covering word processing; email, the internet, Excel spreadsheets and an overview of farm
management tools. A pilot course in 2015 received strong endorsement from farmers, but
attendance at courses in 2016 and 2017 was below forecast. A redesign of the courses by Primary
ITO to enable online delivery has progressed slowly.
Understanding Your Farming Business (UYFB): Funded by RMPP, designed for farming women, and
delivered by the Agri-Women’s Development Trust (AWDT), this programme incorporated three fullday modules and was delivered across New Zealand. It focused on increasing women’s
understanding of key financial and production aspects of sheep and beef production. It was strongly
endorsed by programme participants.
Wāhine Māia, Wāhine Whenua: Also funded by RMPP and designed and delivered by AWDT, this
programme was an adaptation of UYFB specifically for Māori women. It too was strongly endorsed
by programme participants. It is predicted a total of 2,424 women will have graduated from the
two forms of UYFB by 30 September 2020.
Future Focus: Also funded by RMPP, but developed and delivered by AWDT, Future Focus was
targeted at farming couples. It covered two days; the first day focused on development by
participants of a business plan for their farms, the second day on how to create and lead highperforming teams to deliver the plan. Future Focus began in 2018. It is predicted that 424 people will
have graduated from the course by 30 September 2020.
Taking Ownership of Your Financials (TOOYF): Devised by RMPP using AWDT material and delivered
by RMPP banking partners, TOOYF consisted of a half-day workshop to build farmers’ understanding
of the financial performance of their farm business, an understanding of key performance indicators,
and the best areas to work on to improve performance. TOOYF workshops were introduced in 2019
and 900 farmers were predicted to have graduated from them by 30 September 2020.
Whenua Kura, Whenua Ora, Unleash the Māui: RMPP found that although Māori sheep and beef
farming was significant and performing well, it had difficulties in finding Māori employees. RMPP
partnered with Whenua Kura to fund several programmes to assist. They were well targeted, but
constrained by Whenua Kura staffing issues.
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2. Assisting farm families to plan and manage farm succession:
Pathways to Farm Business Ownership: RMPP developed a number of farm succession resources
that could assist farm families, such as case studies, videos, fact sheets, guides to necessary legal
documents and a resource book. All were made available online free of cost.
Farm Business Transition and Succession Workshops: A workshop series beginning in 2018 that took
farm owners and their families through aspects of the transition and succession of a farm business.
Participants attended three, half-day workshops with succession experts and a trained facilitator.
Participants also had a one-on-one clinic after the workshops. Participants rated the workshop series
highly. It is predicted that 482 people will have graduated from the workshops by 30 September
2020.
3. Enabling young people to enter the business of farming:
Aspiring to Farm Business Management and Ownership Workshops: A one-day workshop for
individuals or couples wishing to manage or own a farm business. Workshop topics included ways to
attain ownership; building equity, business management, governance and what bankers look for.
The workshops began in late 2019. It is predicted that 243 people will have graduated from the
workshops by 30 September 2020.
Aspiring to Farm Ownership Action Groups: RMPP’s Action Group model for farmers is seen to be
‘translatable’ to other fields of activity or ambition. Aspiring to Farm Ownership Action Groups were
launched as a new initiative by RMPP in 2019. One group had been formed by 31 March 2020.
4. Three projects arising from the above programmes:
Rural Professional Action Groups: Farmer productivity is assisted by rural professionals (RPs). RMPP
funded the development of RP Action Groups in 2019. Demand for the groups by RPs was higher
than anticipated. Seven groups were active by 31 March 2020.
Facilitation Training: Facilitators have proved to be very important for RMPP activities involving
groups of people. RMPP began facilitator training for its farm Action Groups in 2017. Demand for
training has been high, both to support RMPP’s activities and from others in the primary sector. A
total of 1,009 people had been RMPP trained by 31 March 2020.
Sheep and Beef Farmers as Attractive Employers: RMPP considered development of a resource and
learning tool for farmers, to help improve their understanding of human resource matters. It found
that DairyNZ had already developed a tool - Workplace 360. Agreement was reached with DairyNZ
that RMPP could adapt the tool for use by sheep and beef farmers. This awaits DairyNZ completing
adjustments to the tool and the platform on which it runs.
An economic evaluation of RMPP’s training programmes and on-line resources has been provided by
Scarlatti. 1 It shows that in 2025 the resultant increase in incremental on-farm profitability due to
undertaking the courses will be $2.23 per hectare of sheep and beef farmed land or $18.5 million for
the sheep and beef sector as a whole.
5. COVID-19:
When COVID-19 was detected in New Zealand, RMPP suspended all its activities that involved
1

A research, analytics and advisory firm https://scarlatti.co.nz/ and https://sweetanalytics.co.nz/about/
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people meeting together in groups. As there was no way to know how long a ban might last, RMPP
moved rapidly to develop and test means of holding virtual events online. These included TOOYF
workshops, an e-Summit for Māori youth, Understanding Your Farming Business, Aspiring to Farm
Business Management and Ownership workshops and a facilitator e-forum. Tests were successful.
The importance of highly skilled and accomplished facilitators was again demonstrated.
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2.0
Red Meat Profit Partnership
Red Meat Profit Partnership (RMPP) 2 is a programme to help the pastoral red meat livestock sector
in New Zealand increase its productivity and profitability.3 Structured as a Primary Growth
Partnership (PGP) programme,4 RMPP works with farmers and sector businesses to develop, test
and put new ideas, new technology solutions and new ways of working into action behind farm
gates and between farms and red meat processors. RMPP is governed by a Programme Steering
Group (PSG).5
Established in November 2013, RMPP’s programme is funded 50/50 by government and industry for
seven years ending in October 2020.
RMPP’s partners are six meat processors (Alliance Group, ANZCO, Blue Sky Meats, Greenlea Premier
Meats, Progressive Meats and Silver Fern Farms); two banks (ANZ Bank and Rabobank); Beef + Lamb
New Zealand 6 (B+LNZ) the farmer-owned, industry organisation representing New Zealand’s sheep
and beef farmers; and the New Zealand Ministry for Primary Industries 7 (MPI).
RMPP began with an intensive research phase, from which evolved a programme with four
components.
- Agricultural Extension
- Programmes, Resources and Tools
- People & Capability, and
- Assurance and Provenance. 8
This report concerns the third component, People & Capability, and within it focuses on work by
RMPP to provide education and training to enhance the knowledge and productivity of people
working in the pastoral red meat sector.
2.1
RMPP Business Case
People & Capability work by RMPP arose from the RMPP Business Case, which stated that:
“Moving the discussion of the red meat sector from one that is currently dominated by price,
where there is little differential between high and poor performing businesses and a
comparatively limited ability to exert control or create a differential, to one that focuses on
productivity and profitability, where differences are significant and can be controlled, is a key
cultural and behavioural change that must be addressed.”
Work by RMPP which examined farming businesses performing at higher levels of profitability
showed no obvious physical factor to differentiate them from others, such as location or class of
2

https://www.rmpp.co.nz/
The red meat sector in New Zealand is almost wholly based on pastoral feeding of livestock housed outdoors with, in
winter, some use of fodder crops and off-field feeding platforms. Livestock are very seldom housed indoors, this not being
necessary in New Zealand's temperate climate. There are a very few intensive cattle feedlots where cattle are sent for a
few months to fatten on grain-based feeds. Such farming systems are not the 'target' of RMPP's activities.
4 A joint venture between government and industry, that invests in long-term innovation programmes to increase the
market success of New Zealand’s primary industries. Replaced by Sustainable Food & Fibre Futures (SFF) in August 2018.
https://sff-futures.mpi.govt.nz/funding-and-programmes/sustainable-food-and-fibre-futures/
5 https://www.rmpp.co.nz/page/our-people/ Note that this URL leads to the RMPP Board, one member of which is
appointed to represent the interests of the six meat processors and another of the two banks. The RMPP Programme
Steering Group consists of the RMPP Board plus representatives from the Ministry for Primary Industries representing the
interests of Government.
6 https://beeflambnz.com/
7 https://www.mpi.govt.nz/
8 https://www.rmpp.co.nz/page/our-programme/
3
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land. This suggested that behavioural, capability and management factors were central to
determining on-farm performance, and led to three areas of high RMPP focus and activity:
i.

Agricultural extension design work, in which the characteristics, structures, behaviours, skills
and attitude differences between high and average performing red meat farmers in New
Zealand were identified and a means, Action Groups and the Action Network, 9 developed to
assist farmers to improve their farm productivity and profitability. A report on this work, the
RMPP Extension Design Project Final Report, is available here. 10

ii.

A diverse, but interconnected range of programmes and projects which were implemented
across the education system from primary school, to secondary school and through to
tertiary study to attract young people to a career in the red meat sector. A report on this
work, the RMPP Talent Attraction Final Report, is available here. 11

iii.

Research by RMPP showed that red meat farmers wanted more opportunities to upskill, but
not knowing how or where to access information meant that opportunities to learn and
make better on-farm decisions were being missed. RMPP therefore developed a range of
resources and tools available for farmers to use. A report on this work, the RMPP Resources
and Tools Final Report, is available here. 12

Responding to the RMPP Business Case also led to a fourth broad work programme People, Training
and Capability, which began soon after the establishment of RMPP and continued, steadily
developing the depth and reach of its activities. These are described in the following sections of this
report.

3.0

Computer Courses for Farmers

3.1
First Steps
In its Business Case, RMPP noted there was need to build farmer computer skills to enable online
learning and successful interaction by farmers with farm management systems and tools, webinars
and social media. To fit this need, RMPP developed and trialled two computer courses in 2015. They
were:
- Getting Started - An introduction that took people through from turning on the computer to
managing documents using word processing software, using email and the internet.
- Using Farm Data – To build confidence in using farm data, with an introduction to Excel
spreadsheets and an overview of farm management tools.
A helpful video that explains the two courses through the eyes of the trainer and course participants
is here. 13
Three pilots were run with 20 farmers in three locations in 2015. 14 Farmer feedback was positive
with participants seeing benefits from their learning soon after course completion, e.g. from the
manager of a large hill-country sheep and beef farm (quote):
-

9
10
11
12
13
14

Doing a set stocking plan and calculating stocking rates has become easy with knowing how
to use Excel. Before it took me days stuck in the office to work it out; now it’s only a few

https://www.actionnetwork.co.nz/
In case the embedded link does not work: https://www.rmpp.co.nz/page/reports/
In case the embedded link does not work: https://www.rmpp.co.nz/page/reports/
In case the embedded link does not work: https://www.rmpp.co.nz/page/reports/
4:33 minutes. In case the embedded link does not work: https://www.rmpp.co.nz/page/cffv/
They were then called “Blokes Computing Courses”. This name was amended to Computer Courses for Farmers.
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hours.
(Note: All quotations, printed material, website information and videos referenced in this report,
such as above, have been taken from sources that are publicly available at the time of writing [May
2020]. Some confidential information made available to RMPP has been seen by the author and
informed his writing, but nothing has been abstracted from it and presented here).
3.2
Progress in 2016 and 2017
Farmer enthusiasm received by RMPP after the pilot courses was matched by enquiries from
farmers, B+LNZ Farmer Council 15 members and B+LNZ extension staff asking for courses to be run in
their regions. Farmax and FarmIQ 16 also expressed interest in the courses, seeing them as ideal first
steps before farmers used their computer-based farm management programmes.
In early 2016 the PSG approved a national computer upskilling programme for sheep and beef
farmers. Agricultural Services Limited 17 was contracted to provide administration for the
programme. 21 eight-hour courses were run, using laptops provided by RMPP and with farmers
paying $80 to help defray costs. A total of 130 farmers attended - an average of six per course.
In 2017 the PSG approved programme continuation. Thirty courses were offered, but only 20 were
run, with a total of 98 farmers attending (an average of five per course) compared to a target of 200.
These 2016 and 2017 attendance numbers suggest that the high farmer enthusiasm heard after the
2015 pilot course, waned as time passed. This could reflect loss of enthusiasm, but may also be
because farmers were keen to learn and did so by means other than RMPP courses. It is not thought
the $80 course fee was a barrier, as it was in line with similar subsidised courses, e.g. those offered
by schools and community programmes.
3.3
Review
A management review of the programme covering (i) lack of uptake, (ii) on-going need and, if found,
(iii) a format to maximise farmer participation, was requested by the PSG. The review found there
was an on-going wish by farmers to improve their knowledge of computers and computer software
use, but that delivery online for farmers to use when it suited them, was preferable to in-person
course attendance that required travel and a full day away from the farm. Online delivery would also
enable others in the farm business to access training at no additional cost, and would enable
everyone to refresh their training if/when they wished to.
The review also found that the programme structure should be designed to ensure it best met the
needs of RMPP Action Groups and the RMPP Action Network,18 e.g. split into two modules, available
online and suitable for facilitators to use with Action Groups as needed.
3.4
Primary Industry Training Organisation
As a result of this review RMPP began discussions with the Primary Industry Training Organisation
(Primary ITO) 19 to transition the Using Farm Data course to being online. This was done in mid-

15
16
17

18
19

https://beeflambnz.com/your-levies-at-work/beef-lamb-new-zealand-farmer-councils
Farmax http://www.farmax.co.nz/ Farm IQ https://farmiq.co.nz/
Agricultural Services Limited (ASL) was then a subsidiary of the Primary Industry Training Organisation (Primary ITO).
Through a management buyout ASL was sold to AgriServe Ltd. in January 2019, which continues to use the ASL
acronym (May 2020).
https://www.actionnetwork.co.nz/
ITO (Industry Training Organisation) https://www.primaryito.ac.nz/
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2019, however, the course content was superseded by other B+LNZ material concerning data for
farmers. The course was therefore taken off-line by RMPP and no longer offered to farmers.
3.5
Economic Evaluation
Training to enhance people’s capability is a strong theme of RMPP's work covered in this report.
Graduation data for training programmes is known and given in the report, but exactly what people
did as a result of their participation in a programme when they returned to their workplace, and the
objective outcomes of what they did, are not known.
This report therefore references quotations, printed material, website information and videos.
While subjective, not objective, they provide a view of RMPP’s training programmes through the
eyes of those who were trained. The report also provides information from an economic evaluation
of RMPP training programmes by Scarlatti - see Annex 9.

4.0

Understanding Your Farming Business

4.1
Background
Understanding Your Farming Business (UYFB) was one of three training programmes targeted at the
sheep and beef sector and funded by RMPP, but researched, designed and delivered by the AgriWomen’s Development Trust (AWDT).20 The other two programmes were Wāhine Māia, Wāhine
Whenua and Future Focus, which are discussed in Sections 5.0 and 6.0 respectively of this report.
UYFB was designed for women and began in 2012 as an AWDT focus group. This was followed by
AWDT, in conjunction with B+LNZ, piloting the first UYFB workshop in 2013. Its success led to B+LNZ
extending its funding and the programme was run in three regions in 2014. Encouraging results led
to financial support by RMPP to fully cover the cost of the programme and make it available free of
charge to sheep and beef farming women, enabling AWDT to scale up its staffing and delivery
capability accordingly. 21 157 women completed the programme in 2015. Participant numbers have
increased year-on-year since then. See Table 1 on the following page.
When RMPP was established it was not intended that it would support an existing programme.
However, UYFB had been well researched by AWDT; initial results were promising, B+LNZ could not
afford to provide funding to the level required, and it was agreed by RMPP that UYFB for farming
women could be a ‘game changer’ for the red meat sector.
The UFYB programme was designed by AWDT to equip and support women involved in red meat
farming to lift business performance. Its intention was that whether farming with others or on their
own, women would gain the knowledge, skills and confidence needed to help create a positive
future for the sector.
While AWDT had programme delivery metrics to meet for RMPP (which it consistently did), its
promise to women was that the programme would ensure they returned to their businesses with
fresh eyes, equipped to play a greater part in decision making and able to communicate powerfully
with farming partners, financial advisors and rural professionals.

20
21

https://www.awdt.org.nz
https://www.awdt.org.nz/programmes/uyfb/
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This was a notable commitment. An independent evaluation of UYFB by UMR Research 22 in 2017
and feedback from programme participants indicate that AWDT met its promise. See Sections 4.3
and 4.4 below.
4.2
UYFB Programme Structure
UYFB was delivered across New Zealand. Each programme, held in a regional location, was of fourmonth duration and incorporated three full-day modules, with inter-module work to be done at
home between the second and third modules, and a graduation ceremony at the end of the
programme.
UYFB modules were facilitated by skilled women and delivered by industry experts. The number of
participants in each programme was limited to 16, to ensure that every woman would receive
individual attention matched to her knowledge of agriculture and her needs; and to help women to
bond together as a group, enabling mutual support and learning from each other during the
programme and thereafter.
Topics covered in the three modules were:
-

Module One: Financial budgeting, stock reconciliation, feed budgeting, benchmarking and
key performance indicators (KPIs), and overcoming barriers to new conversation.

-

Module Two: Financial statements, business structures and taxation.

-

Module Three: Business planning.

Table 1 below shows annual graduation numbers for the UYFB programme since the first pilot in
2013.
Table 1: Graduate numbers for UYFB

Number
Accumulated No.

2013
14

2014
90
104

2015
157
261

2016
182
443

2017
309
752

2018
421
1,173

2019
517
1,690

2020*
528
2,218

Total
2,218

* This number is actual to 31 March plus estimated to 30 September 2020.
Table 1 above is the first of nine similar tables in this report, each for an RMPP training
programme.23 All nine tables are brought together in Table 17 in Annex 8, to enable an overview of
graduation numbers across all of the programmes. The tables count people who completed a course
or programme. They do not include those who enrolled, but could not attend, or those who
attended but did not complete.
Analysis by AWDT of 2018 and 2019 UYFB attendance data showed that a drop of about 15 percent
(in 2018) and 17 percent (in 2019) was experienced from enrolment through to graduation. This
covers women who registered, but did not start the programme, and women who started, but did
not complete. The main reasons for this were illness (mother or children); trustee and work
commitments, change in circumstances, no access to childcare and adverse climatic events. Such

22

23

https://umr.co.nz/ The UMR evaluation has been used as a source of information for this report, but contains
confidential information and is not provided as an annex to the report.
Tables 1; 3, 5, 6, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.
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loss was expected, is not seen as unusual, and could be indicative of possible participant loss from
such courses in the future.
AWDT put Module One online in early 2020 when COVID-19 arrived in New Zealand to test if women
unable to physically attend a course would find online delivery suited to them, however the
introduction of COVID-19 restrictions by the government during March 2020, highlighted the wider
potential value of online delivery and, in response, AWDT also put Modules Two and Three of UYFB
online. In June 2020 AWDT had a group of women working through all three modules.

4.3
UYFB Programme Evaluation
In 2017 UMR Research was commissioned by RMPP to conduct an independent, interview-based,
subjective assessment of the 2016 UYFB programme as seen through the eyes of programme
participants. Some of the key findings were (quote):
- 96 percent of participants rated the programme as either excellent or good.
- The four top reasons for this assessment were: relevant content; helpful tutors, networking
with other women, and confidence to ask questions and contribute to their business.
- The largest measurable improvements were:
- Increased use by UYFB graduates of financial measures such as KPIs 24
- More use of a written business plan with goals
- Greater confidence in understanding farm business financial accounts.
- Improved connecting and networking was important:
- Most participants enjoyed learning from each other and sharing experiences
- They found the course setting a safe place to ask questions that they otherwise would not be
comfortable to ask
- The course itself was a great way to start a network.
Four verbatim quotations from the UMR Research report are:
-

-

Those questions that you were probably too scared to ask got answered at the course. You
don’t ask because you assume that you should know it. I learnt a lot about the real basic stuff
that you’d never say “I don’t understand that, can you say that again”?
It’s given me a lot more confidence to break it all down into stages whereas before it was just
like a big mass of “oh my God”, it was so hard.
We changed accountants. It was my idea. Our accountant was quite a long way away and
we quite liked the idea of having someone that was more into farming … and local too.
In the first course I was able to come home and adjust our budgets and save $30,000
because I knew where to go looking to do that.

4.4
The Views of Participants
In addition to the above UMR Research assessment, AWDT collected feedback from graduates after
every completed module of UYFB, to guide improvements to and delivery of the programme. Three
verbatim quotations from the AWDT website are: 25

24

25

Key Performance Indicators - An area on which RMPP placed considerable emphasis, leading to this RMPP funded and
produced Learning Module on the B+LNZ Knowledge Hub: https://beeflambnz.com/knowledgehub/module/measuring-progress-kpis-and-benchmarking
https://www.awdt.org.nz/programmes/uyfb/
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-

-

First and foremost, the course has given me no-end of confidence and some totally new skills.
I’ve realised how crucial I am to the success of our business.
We discuss things more now. Ro asks the hard questions and I [husband] need to give a
reason why I’m doing it. We’ve taken a microscope to what we do and are asking ‘why do we
do that and how can we improve?’ instead of just doing what we usually do.
I haven’t had farming business training previously. This course was enlightening, challenging,
empowering, exciting and has had a significant impact.

These and other quotations, all with a link through to their source are given in Annex 1. This annex
also provides six brief videos, in which farming couples give their views of the UYFB programme.
4.5
Economic Evaluation
See information in Section 3.5 above and in Annex 9.

5.0

Wāhine Māia, Wāhine Whenua - UYFB for Māori Women

5.1
The Importance of Māori Farming
Statistics New Zealand report that in the financial year ended June 2018 (the latest available
confirmed data when this report was written), the proportions of pastoral livestock on Māori farms
in New Zealand were as summarised in Table 2 below and detailed in Annex 2.
Table 2: Proportion of pastoral livestock farmed by Māori

Sheep
3.1%

Proportion of the total number of:
Beef Cattle
Breeding Cows & Heifers
3.4%
4.4%

Dairy Cows
1.3%

These numbers are averaged across New Zealand. Proportions in some regions, e.g. the east coast of
the North Island, are considerably higher for sheep and beef cattle.
These numbers also understate the true importance of the Māori sheep and beef sector, as the
average size of Māori farms in this sector is about 4.5 times larger than non-Māori farms, and the
productivity of the largest Māori farms (typically incorporations) in the sector ranks very highly
compared to sector averages, despite their often being on lower quality land.
RMPP noted however, that although individual sheep and beef farms with one or both of the owners
being Māori, were akin to many farms across the sector in their needs for data and knowledge;
larger properties with Māori control tended to operate with sophisticated ownership, governance
and management structures, and hence need for useful information to be available at all levels of
the organisation to facilitate timely and good decision-making.
Further, as for many large entities, not just those which are Māori controlled, people are appointed
to governance, trust, management or advisory positions for a variety of reasons. This may mean that
some appointees might not have adequate knowledge and experience of technical or financial
aspects of agriculture, agricultural business or sheep and beef farming, all of which could be very
important to making good operational and financial progress.
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These considerations led RMPP to see the need for a course tailored specifically for Māori women,
Wāhine Māia, Wāhine Whenua. 26
5.2
Programme Information
Funded by RMPP, the programme began with a pilot by AWDT for Māori women in agribusiness in
three locations in 2016. Success led to delivery in four regions in 2017 and the programme then
grew to be delivered across New Zealand. Based on AWDT’s UYFB programme (see Section 4.0
above), the free-to-attend programme was focused on Māori women in the sheep and beef sector,
to grow their agricultural and business knowledge and skills, and their confidence in them, as critical
farming partners. 27
5.3
Programme Content
While Wāhine Māia, Wāhine Whenua had a programme structure the same as that outlined for
UYFB in Section 4.2 above, AWDT assured prospective Māori attendees that expert facilitators would
provide personalised learning in a trusted, supportive environment to enable Māori women to learn:
- How to measure farm performance and potential
- How to add value as a more engaged critical farming partner
- Business planning to improve farm performance
- The drivers and language of their farming business, and
- How to find and assess financial information.
Table 3 below shows annual graduate numbers for the Wāhine Māia, Wāhine Whenua programme
since its commencement in 2016.
Table 3: Graduate numbers for Wāhine Māia, Wāhine Whenua
2013

2014

2015

Number
Accumulated No.

2016
42

2017
40
82

2018
60
142

2019
31
173

2020*
33
206

Total
206

* This number is actual to 31 March plus estimated to 30 September 2020.
Table 4 below combines Tables 1 and 3 to show graduate numbers for the two companion
programmes, UYFB (see Section 4.0 above) and Wāhine Māia, Wāhine Whenua.
Table 4: Graduate numbers for UYFB and Wāhine Māia, Wāhine Whenua (WMWH)

UYFB Number
WMWH Number
Total Number
Accumulated Nos.
UYFB
WMWH
Total

26

27

2013
14

2014
90

2015
157
157

2016
182
42
224

2017
309
40
349

2018
421
60
481

2019
517
31
548

2020*
528
33
561

14

90
104

261

443

104

261

443

752
82
834

1,173
142
1,315

1,690
173
1,863

2,218
206
2,424

Wāhine: Woman, female, lady, wife
Māia:
Be brave, bold, capable, confident.
Whenua: Country; land, nation, state, territory, domain, ground.
Source: https://maoridictionary.co.nz/
https://www.awdt.org.nz/programmes/wmww/

Total
2,218
206
2,424
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* Table 4 above: These numbers are actual to 31 March plus estimated to 30 September 2020.
Progress in 2020 has been impacted by COVID-19 and at the time of writing this report (May 2020) it
remains to be seen if and when workshops can be held kanohi ki te kanohi (face-to-face). See
Section 16.0 below for an update.
5.4
The Perspective of Programme Participants
Wāhine Māia Wāhine Whenua graduates and whakaihuwaka 28 talk about why they decided to
attend the programme and their experiences of it in this video. 29 Their words manifest AWDT’s
considered and thoughtful approach in seeking to engage with and learn from Māori women when
designing and implementing the course (quote).
-

To me it had so much mana in the programme because it was so empowering. 30 It was
much more than I expected I was going to learn. I thought I was going to learn about the ‘ins
and outs’ of farming, but it gave me so much more connection that was totally unexpected.

A second video that speaks to the value of the course from the perspective of four Māori women is
here 31 (quote):
-

Wāhine Maia has developed the three modules, and in each one the tools are so helpful in
terms of that business structure, but what it has also done is bought the ‘wāhine toa’ 32 out
in me. They ask you what you’re thinking, they ask you what do you need to do to grow
yourself.

Quotes from programme participants are provided in AWDT’s 2016 Annual Report. 33 Two are:
-

I am now able to ask the right questions when trying to get the whanau to change.
I felt that as trustees, we were ‘passengers’ in the business. I am now using the tools to drive
trustee development so we can be more active, gather more information and ask better
questions.

Views from a Māori governance perspective published in print media in 2016 are here and here. 34
A radio broadcast in 2018 embedded here 35 provides a further perspective for those able to listen in
Te Reo. 36
Further quotes from course participants are given in Annex 3.
Feedback and perspectives from programme graduates provided above and in Annex 3 are very
positive, indicating that the programme was meaningful to Māori women in ways important to
28
29

30
31
32
33

34

35

36

Whakaihuwaka: Champion; advocate, promoter, supporter, backer, upholder, winner.
5:00 minutes. In case the embedded link does not work:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=36&v=lG8qDT879uY&feature=emb_logo
Mana: Prestige; authority, control, power, influence, status.
5:55 minutes. In case the embedded link does not work: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LJo7GK6pgFc
Wāhine toa: Brave women, or women leaders and warriors
In case the embedded link does not work: https://www.awdt.org.nz/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/2016-AWDTAnnual-Report_FINAL-1.pdf
In case the embedded links do not work:
https://www.waateanews.com/waateanews/x_story_id/MTQzMjU=/National/Workshops-put-wahine-in-driving-seat
and https://farmersweekly.co.nz/section/beef/view/farm-course-boosts-maori-women
8:47 minutes. In case the embedded link does not work: https://tehiku.nz/te-hiku-radio/kuakamarangaranga/6347/wahine-maiawahine-whenua
The Māori language.
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them. However, the views are subjective and come from those who attended the programme and
found it useful. RMPP’s Programme Manager for Wāhine Māia Wāhine Whenua advises that some
of these workshops were not fully subscribed and notes that when you are non-Māori it takes time
to connect meaningfully with Māori, build positive relationships and together identify the most
appropriate influencers. Accordingly, AWDT has formed a Māori Advisory Group.
A formal objective evaluation of the programme has not been made by RMPP or AWDT. Doing so
would require careful consideration and raise a number of questions. Three could be: (i) what
metrics should be used for assessment, (ii) at what time after participation should those metrics be
measured to have sufficient certainty of their validity, and (iii) do the benefits of training diminish
over time?
5.5
Economic Evaluation
See information in Section 3.5 above and in Annex 9.

6.0

Future Focus

6.1
Background
Future Focus was developed and delivered by AWDT. It is the third AWDT programme that RMPP has
financially supported, the other two being Understand Your Farming Business (UYFB - see Section 4.0
above) and Wāhine Māia, Wāhine Whenua (Section 5.0 above) which arose from UYFB.
6.2
The Programme
In May 2017, the RMPP PSG approved funding for a trial by AWDT of what was then known as a
‘business planning’ one-day workshop for farming couples. Trial success saw the PSG approve
ongoing funding. The programme become two modules, each a full day in two successive months,
e.g. 25 February and 25 March. The first day focused on development of a business plan by
participants for their farm properties. The second day focused on how to create and lead highperforming teams to deliver the business plan; it also allowed time for participants to complete their
business plan, then report back to their fellow programme participants.
In this two-day format the programme, then named Future Focus, was offered in seven locations in
2018. All locations except one were fully booked within two days of being offered. While completion
of the UYFB programme was not a prerequisite for Future Focus, all of the women who took part in
Future Focus in 2018 had previously completed UYFB. 37
AWDT explains Future Focus in these words at its website (quote): 38
Future Focus brings sheep and beef farming partners together to achieve their business goals
and aspirations – using a team approach to business planning.
The programme equips and supports farming partners to decide what’s most important in the
future, then use that to plan for their business. It recognises that partners working together is
vital to success.
Future Focus is a chance to take time out to work purely on your business instead of in your
business. Reduce stress and share the load by planning and making decisions together.

37

38

Source: AWDT Annual Report 2018, page 10: https://www.awdt.org.nz/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/2018-AWDTAnnual-Report.pdf
https://www.awdt.org.nz/programmes/futurefocus/
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Each programme was limited to eight partners (16 people). There was a flexible interpretation of
‘partners’, e.g. couples, owner/manager, father/daughter or similar.
Table 5 on the following page shows annual graduate numbers for the Future Focus programme
since its commencement as a pilot workshop in 2017.
Table 5: Graduate numbers for Future Focus
2013
Number
Accumulated No.

2014

2015

2016

2017
32
32

2018
100
132

2019
146
278

2020*
146
424

Total
424

* This number is actual to 31 March plus estimated to 30 September 2020.
RMPP’s plan was to offer 20 Future Focus programmes in 2020, i.e. if every programme was filled to
capacity, 320 attendees. As Table 5 above shows, 146 attendees were estimated to 30 September
2020. 32 people had graduated by the end of March 2020 when COVID-19 restrictions were
introduced. See Section 16.0 below for a post-COVID-19 update.
Beginning in 2020 a charge of $295 a couple for the programme was introduced, in anticipation of
RMPP ending later in the year, so no longer able to fund AWDT, and to offset a small proportion of
the costs. A survey of past participants had indicated that such a charge would be acceptable unless
the farming business was under high financial strain.
6.3
Programme Content
As with other AWDT programmes discussed earlier in this report, Future Focus had a core structure,
but this was adapted by AWDT in response to experience delivering the programme and feedback
from surveyed graduates. Each AWDT programme core remained essential to a module, workshop
or programme, but the surrounding information and manner of its presentation was always open to
evolution to generate maximum benefit for graduates. The core of Future Focus was (source AWDT):
-

Understand the fundamentals of the business planning process
Begin developing your business vision, goals and KPIs
Develop an action plan to achieve the outcomes you want
Develop communication tools and strategies to help you make the changes you need to
Work out how to find and overcome the barriers
How to involve other partners, bank, accountant and advisors
Understand the importance of and how to run farm business meetings
Learn how to achieve your success through motivating others - leadership, and
Learn how to get the best performance if you have a team.

6.4
The Perspective of Programme Participants
Survey of Future Focus participants by AWDT generated considerable feedback on the programme.
Three examples (quote):
-

-

Working on our plan together has meant we are now on the same page and working
towards the same goals – plus it flagged up some things we wanted individually that the
other didn’t know about.
We came away with a really solid business plan with our goals and vision on paper and us
both heading in the same direction. It helped us immensely.
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-

We’re hoping to pass this land onto our children and having a strong environmental plan
[from Future Focus] is key to that.

Further feedback including two short videos is provided in Annex 4.
6.5
A Programme for Women Only?
AWDT notes that given its own ‘agri-women’ focus and delivery of two training programmes
specifically for women (see Sections 4.0 and 5.0 above), it was not surprising that prior participants
and other farming women were the most interested in attending Future Focus. However, both
AWDT and RMPP recognised that the format of two full days away from the farm was a deterrent for
some farming men as, perhaps, was a feeling by some men that the programme was targeted at
women.
This is understandable, however AWDT has advised and some men who graduated have reported,
that Future Focus was found to be equally valuable by both partners. AWDT noted in its 2018 Annual
Report that empowering women first, by having previously completed UYFB, proved successful in
engaging trust and buy-in from farming men to grow their knowledge and business skills, alongside
their partners. 39
Note the use of “we” in the three quotations in Section 6.4, and the following quotation taken from
Annex 4 of this report:
-

Doing the Future Focus programme with Rebekah has just given me enormous confidence –
we are in the right place as a couple and it’s exciting business. We’re very privileged to be
involved in farming and we just want to make the most of it.

6.6
Economic Evaluation
See information in Section 3.5 above and Annex 9.

7.0
Taking Ownership of Your Financials
Devised and implemented by RMPP, using AWDT material, Taking Ownership of Your Financials
(TOOYF) 40 consisted of a free half-day workshop, delivered by a trained facilitator and designed to
build farmers’ confidence in understanding the financial performance of their farm business; and to
help them to identify where their business was performing well and areas with further potential. A
key part of this workshop was to introduce key performance indicators (KPIs) and work through the
three KPIs that farmers in RMPP Action Groups were required to use.
Most TOOYF workshop facilitators were drawn from RMPP’s two Partner banks (ANZ Bank and
Rabobank) and trained by RMPP for their facilitation role. Using bank staff as workshop facilitators
sought to capitalise on their academic training and work experience to help farmers. Facilitators not
drawn from RMPP Partner banks had an accountancy background.
When launched in early 2019, TOOYF was restricted to sheep and beef farmers who were members
of RMPP Action Groups. Workshops were held in regional locations, specified by the group. The
Action Group Facilitator was present in the session to assist any farmers who needed 1:1 attention.

39

40

Source: AWDT Annual Report 2018, page 10: https://www.awdt.org.nz/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/2018-AWDTAnnual-Report.pdf
https://www.rmpp.co.nz/page/taking-ownership-of-your-financials/
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7.1
Workshop Structure
The workshop agenda covered:
- Livestock Reconciliation and Trading Statements
- Statement of Profit or Loss
- Statement of Financial Position (Balance Sheet)
- Key Performance Indicators required as part of a farm Action Plan, and
- Resources available - online Learning Modules.
KPIs were included in the workshop for two reasons:
i.
Working with farmers and rural professionals, RMPP had identified 23 different financial and
production KPIs as fundamental to measuring the performance of a farm business. The KPIs
are designed to enable year-on-year trends to be identified on-farm and benchmarked
within a region and farm class. (The KPIs are available online as a PDF Booklet). 41
ii.
Three of the most important KPIs were required to be used by farmers in RMPP Action
Groups when preparing their Action Plans.
The three KPIs were:
- Farm Operating Expenditure (FOE) Ratio
- EBITRm per Effective Hectare, 42 43 and
- Net Production per Effective Hectare.
Full coverage of RMPP KPIs and benchmarking is discussed in Section 4.0 of RMPP’s Resources and
Tools Final Report, which can be accessed here. 44
The online Learning Modules mentioned under Section 7.1 above were:
- KPIs and benchmarking
- Annual cash budgets and monthly cashflows
- Understanding your farm business profitability, and
- Stock reconciliation.
These Learning Modules, all of which were funded and developed by RMPP, can be found
on the Knowledge Hub on the B+LNZ website. 45
7.2
Workshop Outcomes
RMPP was realistic about how much could be covered in only four hours. It recognised that the
objective was to increase farmers’ financial knowledge and ability, enabling them to better
benchmark their farm business against other farmers, and to work productively with professional
advisers, not to equip them to be financial experts.
The outcomes sought were that after the TOOYF workshops farmers would:
41

42
43

44
45

A booklet prepared by RMPP and a wide range of farm professionals which describes 23 KPIs and how to calculate
them. The only such comprehensive resource in New Zealand. In case the embedded link does not work:
https://www.rmpp.co.nz/site_files/13089/upload_files/KPIbookletWeb-November.pdf?dl=1
EBITRm = Earnings Before Interest, Tax, Rent and wages paid to Management (whether family or external appointee).
Effective hectare is the area of a pastoral farm that can be used for livestock, measured in hectares. Areas such as
steep gullies; streams or rivers, land in forestry, land retired for conservation, and land occupied by roads or housing
are excluded.
In case the embedded link does not work: https://www.rmpp.co.nz/page/reports/
https://beeflambnz.com/knowledge-hub Scroll down to Learning Modules
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-

Have high-level general understanding of their financial statements
Know the production and financial drivers of their business and where to look for
information about them
Understand the key levers to increase profitability, and
Be able to find the information required to calculate their KPIs.

RMPP further intended that:
- By including these three KPIs in the TYOOF workshops, RMPP Action Group farmers would
be helped to prepare their farm Action Plans (a necessity to receive RMPP funding).
Table 6 below shows annual graduate numbers for TOOYF workshops since their commencement in
early 2019.
Table 6: Graduate numbers for TOOYF workshops
2013
Number
Accumulated No.

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019
800
800

2020*
100
900

Total
900

* This number is actual to 31 March plus estimated to 30 September 2020.
During 2019 RMPP facilitated a webinar with RMPP Partner Bank facilitators to update them on how
to link TOOYF workshops to individual farmer Action Plans, and to farmers’ completion of the three
KPIs required in their Action Plans.
RMPP continued to promote the TOOYF workshops to non-Action Group farmers during 2019 and
early 2020.
7.3
Feedback from Workshop Facilitators and Farmers
RMPP sought feedback from workshop facilitators and farmers and received a useful response.
Some of their written comments are given below (quote). While provided in respect only to the
TOOYF workshop KPIs, the facilitator comments have wider applicability to events where farmers
want to upskill themselves in respect to some specific technical or financial topic.
Farmers
- Workshop was a good opportunity to learn more about how the KPIs can be used to
benchmark our business and the resources we were given to use were well put together and
easy to follow.
- We felt the calculation sheets used in working out the 3 main KPIs were an effective tool to
use and were quite straight forward.
Facilitators
- Level to pitch at is difficult given such a variation in peoples understanding. For some I think
it was too basic. I think too much time spent practicing stock reconciliations.
- Net production KPI is a difficult one and I’m not sure we really nailed in either workshop. I
had been doing it the way it is explained in the book, which is nice & clear & simple.
- Net production KPI – yes very difficult. The Excel spreadsheet is a better option than the
online calculator for most people. Not sure how this can be improved… comes back to
farmers data records (or lack of) really.
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-

One of the issues here is the example accounts are very simplified, set out nicely and don’t
contain any of the tricky things that are likely in many accounts that they would need to
adjust for.

-

Maybe try and get the farmers to bring along their info for the day so they can calculate it on
the day. We got everyone to bring their financials with them and made them calculate the
other two KPIs on the day. This makes it real for them and their KPIs go home with them. Job
done.
My primary suggestion for improving the workshop is to get all participants to bring along
the information required to calculate their own KPIs. It seems like a big opportunity missed to
have them all in the same room with an expert that can help them and to only practice with
a simplified set of example accounts rather than to get them calculating with their own
figures. I am sure this would improve the completion rates of KPIs in the Action Plans. It
would also increase their interest in it all, as they would be seeing their own results. Would
help flow onto discussions within the group as to their results.

-

7.4
Commentary
One facilitator (above), with experience in facilitating RMPP Action Groups, made an interesting
observation on the diverse activities on some sheep and beef farms (quote):
-

Our sheep & beef farm businesses are so diverse now that many things are included in the
overall farm income from tourism to cropping to dairy gazing, it is all a part of the business, I
don’t feel you can exclude them. Yes they may sway the results but that is the reality of it all
now.

What proportion of a sheep and beef cattle farm’s revenue and profit can be derived from nontraditional activities, particularly for smaller properties, before it is difficult to meaningfully assess
and benchmark the farm without ‘counting’ those activities? Should farm tourism costs and revenue
be attributed to animals as are meat, hides, by-products and wool?
The tourism sector claims all the economic benefits derived from international and domestic
tourism. None of the economic benefits are attributed to the pastoral sector, yet it is widely known
that this is one of New Zealand’s unique tourism attractions. 46
7.5
Looking Ahead
TOOYF workshops were run for a full year in 2019, and a limited time in 2020 before COVID-19
caused them to be placed on hold. RMPP successfully piloted two virtual TOOYF workshops online
during the COVID-19 lockdown period. While this is not for every group, by working closely with
both the Action Group facilitator and the TOOYF facilitator it has added an alternative delivery
approach.
At the time of writing this report (May 2020) it is unclear when COVID-19 regulations will enable
face-to-face workshops to be resumed. See Section 16.0 below for an update.
When TOOYF workshops are resumed it is intended that priority continue to be given to RMPP
Action Group farmers but, when that need is met in a region, the workshops will also be open to
non-Action Group farmers.

46

For example: NZ Food and Agri-Tourism - MPI and ANZ Bank 2018 https://www.mpi.govt.nz/dmsdocument/31068new-zealand-food-and-agri-tourism-report GreatSights https://www.greatsights.co.nz/farming-in-new-zealand/
100% Pure New Zealand https://www.newzealand.com/in/farms/
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An ambitious target was set for TOOYF workshop attendance in 2020 because of the importance of
the workshop topics, including KPIs (Section 7.1 above), for all farmers, not just those in Action
Groups. 47 However, farmers can learn about KPIs in other ways, e.g. from a Rural Professional;
online RMPP Learning Modules which have been well used, 48 online KPI Calculators and a KPI
booklet produced by RMPP - A Core Set of KPI Measures for Red Meat Farmers. 49 This may explain
a somewhat slow uptake by farmers of TOOYF workshops to date (June 2020).
7.6
Economic Evaluation
A June 2019 B+LNZ perspective on TOOYF is here 50 with this summary (quote):
-

The workshop provides ideal foundational learning for farmers around understanding their
farm financials.

See information in Section 3.5 above and Annex 9.

8.0

Whenua Kura, Whenua Ora

8.1
The Importance of Māori Farming
Information on the importance of Māori farming to the sheep and beef sector in New Zealand is
provided in Section 5.1 above. RMPP developed its Wāhine Māia Wāhine Whenua programme
because of the importance of the sector, beginning with a pilot project in August 2016, followed by
programme growth from 2017 on (Sections 5.2 and 5.3 above).
In mid-2017, at PSG’s direction, RMPP management undertook a stocktake of what was offered in
the capability development sector for Māori. This found that although Māori sheep and beef farming
was significant and was performing well, it had a challenge in finding Māori employees and potential
managers who had the necessary skills and know-how to continue to advance productivity.
RMPP therefore partnered with Whenua Kura to fund several initiatives.
8.2
Whenua Kura - Background
Established in 2014, Whenua Kura 51 is a charitable trust operating across New Zealand to grow
Māori capability and capacity in the land based industries. It works collaboratively with influencers
including iwi; hapū, whānau, Māori land owners, the primary sector and government.52 Its focus is
to promote agribusiness innovation and opportunities for individual and collective wealth creation;
to excite and engage rangatahi 53 to become future leaders in the primary sector; and to create a
highly skilled workforce to support industry requirements.
47

48
49

50
51
52

53

See also Section 4.0 Benchmarking and KPIs, in this RMPP final report, Resources and Tools, available here:
https://www.rmpp.co.nz/page/reports/
There were 2,645 visits to these Learning Modules from July 2018 to May 2020.
In case the two embedded links do not work: https://www.rmpp.co.nz/page/benchmarking/ and
https://beeflambnz.com/knowledge-hub/PDF/kpi-booklet
In case the embedded link does not work https://beeflambnz.com/news-views/understanding-farm-performance
https://whenuakura.co.nz/
Iwi: An extended kinship group
https://maoridictionary.co.nz/search?idiom=&phrase=&proverb=&loan=&histLoanWords=&keywords=iwi
Hapū: A section of a large kinship group
https://maoridictionary.co.nz/search?idiom=&phrase=&proverb=&loan=&histLoanWords=&keywords=hapu
Whānau: Extended family, family group
https://maoridictionary.co.nz/search?idiom=&phrase=&proverb=&loan=&histLoanWords=&keywords=whanau
Rangatahi: Younger generation, youth
https://maoridictionary.co.nz/search?idiom=&phrase=&proverb=&loan=&keywords=rangatahi
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Whenua Kura ran four programmes:
i. Whenua Ora
A national Māori engagement programme to expose young Māori to land based sector
career opportunities.
ii. Ako
A range of programmes through tertiary institutions, across a variety of industries and
academic levels. 54
iii. Whenua Mahi
A programme that works with graduates, rangatahi, and whānau to assist with finding the
right job to best suit their future career aspirations, and
iv. Unleash the Māui
An agricultural leadership programme to identify promising young Māori leaders and assist
them to grow, by combining strong personal development with exposure to rural and
commercial organisations, agricultural operations and community networks. 55
In respect to (i) above Whenua Kura explains the difference between Whenua Kura and Whenua Ora
thus: “Whenua Kura is the governing body that oversees an integrated pipeline of programmes
designed to promote primary sector careers and grow participation and leadership in land-based
industries. Whenua Ora is the first stage of the pipeline delivered by Whenua Kura and focuses on
Māori engagement.”
Whenua Kura notes that: “A key strategic challenge for Whenua Kura is to move beyond traditional
perceptions of Māori in the land based workplace, and to create systemic change that equips a new
fast growing generation of Māori with a diverse range of skills to succeed and become land-based
leaders.”
In August 2017 the PSG met with senior representatives of Whenua Kura who provided information
including:
- Whenua Kura is looking to ‘do things differently’, finding that ‘status quo’ and ‘mainstream’
endeavours are not currently working for Māori.
- Whenua Kura is linked to Ngai Tahu, however, Whenua Kura works with students
throughout New Zealand. The national split over recent years has been about 60:40 North
Island / South Island. 70 percent of students have been from urban backgrounds.
- Combining both farming and cultural aspects when working with young Māori people has
proved to be a key to success.
- Whenua Ora has the ability to offer pastoral care and mentoring at all educational facilities
nationwide (e.g. Massey University); its focus is not limited only to those who have a
Whenua Ora relationship.
RMPP entered a three-year contract with Whenua Kura in September 2017, with the launch of
Whenua Ora work, financially supported by RMPP, in March 2018. 56

54

55
56

The concept of ako means both to teach and to learn. It recognises the knowledge that both teachers and learners
bring to learning interactions, and it acknowledges the way that new knowledge and understandings can grow out of
shared learning experiences.
https://whenuakura.co.nz/unleash-the-maui/
This delay provided time for Whenua Ora to recruit, appoint and train needed staff.
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8.3
Programmes Operated by Whenua Ora for RMPP
Programmes operated by Whenua Kura for RMPP involved all four of its programmes detailed
above, (i) to (iv). Specific deliverables, performance measures and performance levels were agreed
annually with Whenua Kura for each of the three years. An RMPP representative was appointed to
the Whenua Ora Steering Group. Whenua Kura agreed to report quarterly to RMPP on all
deliverables.
Work performed by Whenua Ora for RMPP is exemplified and illustrated by material in two annexes
in this report, as listed in Table 7 below.
Table 7: Whenua Ora Service Schedule and 2018 Report
This Report

Annex

Annex No.

Page No.

RMPP Service Schedule for Whenua Ora 2019

5.1

48

Whenua Ora Report on its RMPP deliverables in 2018

5.2

49

The Service Schedule covers five areas of activity, summarised for 2019 in Table 8 below.
Table 8: Summary of Whenua Ora Services 2019
Programme Name

Purpose

1

Unleash the Māui

Identify and grow leaders in the red meat sector

2

Poutama Whenua - Big Day Out

Showcase red meat sector career options to senior
secondary school students

3

Influencing the Influencers

Sponsorship and a keynote speaker at a teacher
career and transition conference

4

Develop Career Pathways

Develop an intern/cadetship programme for
Māori agri-sector employers

5

Kura to Careers

Mentoring and learning support for students in
tertiary study

Unfortunately, although Whenua Kura proved to have highly committed people, was very good for
RMPP to work with and achieved excellent progress in some areas, it also faced organisational issues
for the first two years while working with RMPP that prevented it from meeting some of its contract
deliverables. This led to RMPP narrowing the scope of Whenua Kura’s work for RMPP, enabling focus
on activities that were most important for growing the capability of young Māori, one of these being
the Unleash the Māui Agricultural Leadership Programme, discussed below.
8.4
Unleash the Māui Agricultural Leadership Programme
This programme is the signature training initiative of Whenua Kura, working with RMPP. Whenua
Kura explains its purpose thus: “By combining strong personal development with exposure to
organisations, agricultural operations and community networks, participants develop their path
toward becoming the innovative problem-solvers and leaders that the agricultural sector needs to
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be sustainable.” 57
In assessing applicants for the programme, priority is given to participants from small, medium, and
large agricultural farms and businesses, as well as representation from iwi organisations that
connect directly to agriculture and natural resources. Having a diverse cohort is seen to be
important to developing effective resources and relationships that will last long beyond the
programme’s conclusion.
Participants must make a significant time and personal commitment to Unleash the Māui. This can
be difficult for some young people at whom the programme is directed, often for reasons beyond
their control. Programme alumni are available to share their experiences, skills and knowledge with
potential applicants.
Each Unleash the Māui programme covers three, three-day wānanga 58 delivered over nine months.
The training team for Unleash the Maui includes those with expertise in Mātauranga Māori,59 the
agricultural sector and Māori leadership and governance. One programme funded by RMPP was run
in 2019.
Over the course of the nine-months, the value of Unleash the Maui was over $10,000 for each
participant. Much of this was subsidised by funding from RMPP, Whenua Kura and other training
partners. The costs supported participant travel costs (airfare, airport transfer and shared lodging)
for three wānanga. Accommodation was economical and there were no luxuries.
One Unleash the Māui programme was planned for 2020. However, a challenge arose in early 2020
because of COVID-19. The original plan to run wānanga in conjunction with the National Fieldays, 60
was not realisable, while it was possible that COVID-19 might also impact on wānanga alignment
with the annual FOMA 61 conference, forcing a new approach. 62
Whenua Kura was very proactive in response, working with RMPP, 14 young Māori selected for the
programme and a leader from the 2019 programme to design an e-Summit. The e-Summit will be
offered for up to 150 young Māori and held in September 2020. While this will not be held kanohi ki
te kanohi (face to face), facilitation by skilled Māori people and involvement of those with expertise
in Mātauranga Māori should assist with success.
Further information concerning Unleash the Māui can be seen at the Whenua Kura website here 63
and in the two annexes listed in Table 9 on the following page.

57
58
59

Source: https://whenuakura.co.nz/programmes/ako/#maui
Seminar, conference, forum, educational seminar
The body of knowledge originating from Māori ancestors, including the Māori world view and perspectives, Māori
creativity and cultural practices.
https://maoridictionary.co.nz/search?idiom=&phrase=&proverb=&loan=&histLoanWords=&keywords=matauranga+maori

60
61
62

63

https://www.fieldays.co.nz/
Federation of Māori Authorities https://www.foma.org.nz/
The National Fieldays event has switched to a new digital focus for 2020, see https://www.fieldays.co.nz/fieldays-2020pioneering-a-digital-future/ The 2020 FOMA Conference will be held in late September, see
https://www.foma.org.nz/events/foma33
In case the embedded link is not working: https://whenuakura.co.nz/unleash-the-maui/
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Table 9: Unleash the Māui Programme
Annex

This Report
Annex No.

Page No.

Unleash the Māui - Examples of attributes of graduates

5.3

50

Unleash the Māui - Graduate Survey

5.4

51

8.5
Evaluation
Work by Whenua Kura / Whenua Ora for RMPP has not been evaluated by Scarlatti.
RMPP intends to commission an operational evaluation of Unleash the Māui later in 2020. At the
time of writing (May 2020) the evaluation plan is being developed by the proposed evaluator. When
conducted it should provide substance beyond that which is referenced in Table 9 above.

9.0

Pathways to Farm Business Ownership

9.1
Background
When RMPP commenced in 2013 it recognised that the age profile of farmers in the sheep and beef
sector in New Zealand was markedly skewed towards older age groups, as shown in Chart 1 below.

Chart 1: Age distribution of people working in the sheep, beef cattle and
grain farming industry in New Zealand

While this profile capitalised on the knowledge and experience held by older farmers, it raised the
question of when would succession occur, and did not match the somewhat younger profile of other
farming sectors as shown in Table 10 on the following page. 64
64

The exception Is deer farmers, many of whom began deer farming as an adjunct to their existing sheep and beef cattle
farming.
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Table 10: Average age of farmers in five sectors
Average Age (Years) of Farmers in Sector

Year
Dairy

Mixed Crop

Sheep

Deer

Beef

2006

40.8

43.9

49.9

51.3

53.5

2013

41.7

49.1

53.0

55.8

56.0

Source: Statistics New Zealand
Research showed that the aging trend shown in Table 10 could be seen from about 1981 onwards.
There are many possible reasons for this, e.g. government portrayal of agriculture as a ‘sunset
industry’ deterring career choices; high capital need for farm ownership, accelerating urbanisation,
isolation, long working hours and no clear career pathway from school to farm management or
ownership.
RMPP addressed the last of these possible reasons in a comprehensive Talent Attraction
programme, seeking to inform students about and ‘steer’ them towards a career in the red meat
sector. A report on this work can be accessed here. 65
A further reason for an aging sheep and beef farmer demographic is that red meat farming is often a
family endeavour, with successive generations farming the same land. This means that each
generation must plan transition to the next. With children and other heirs often now being welleducated and having expectations different to those of the past, transitions have become
increasingly difficult to obtain guidance on and successfully implement.
RMPP found that over half of New Zealand farmers identified succession planning as an issue for
them, their family and their farm business.
9.2
Succession Resources
RMPP addressed this situation by working closely with farmers and an industry advisory group to
develop a number of resources that support farming families and their children or new entrants to
the sector to identify where to start, the information available and options to explore for their
situation. 66
9.2.1 Videos
These are provided below to illustrate two family succession stories. Six important ‘take-home’
messages from both families are:
i. Honest conversations are sometimes not easy, but are essential
ii. An independent and skilled facilitator to help with difficult family conversations is very
helpful
iii. It is very important to communicate frequently and openly to keep everyone in the family
fully informed throughout the process
iv. Seek advice from experienced and knowledgeable people
v. Ensure that all the children are in full support of what is proposed, and
vi. Enable the children who are not moving onto the farm to ‘come home’ to visit with their
own families.
65
66

In case the embedded link does not work https://www.rmpp.co.nz/page/reports/
https://www.rmpp.co.nz/page/fbo/
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Family 1
This family successfully completed farm ownership succession including, by one son, the ‘stepping
stone’ of an equity partnership to build capital with a highly regarded farmer over two properties
(three and five year terms respectively); recovery from severe climatic setbacks, a lot of hard work,
purchase of a new home for the farm owners and involvement of all the children. It is well described
in the written case study and three videos listed below.
Written Case Study
Family 1 - Video 1
Family 1 - Video 2
Family 1 - Video 3 67
Family 2
This family also successfully completed farm ownership transition, but it was one with significant
challenges. There were three children; two daughters each with their own career, and a son who
returned to work as a paid employee on the farm for eight years after completing an agricultural
degree; raising the question of how to be fair to the daughters, while recognising the son’s
contribution to the increase in farm worth and its owner’s welfare.
This question became more challenging when, in honest family discussion, the son said he would
rather establish and pursue a new agricultural direction, than run the family farm; and, on review, it
was found that the son had been somewhat underpaid compared to sector norms. Each of the three
children were married with their own children. The farm owners were not keen to see the farm sold
outside the family after three generations of family ownership, nor to lose the value of longshepherded livestock genetic improvement, by sale on the open market.
A situation of this nature is not atypical. Variants of it can be found in farming families across New
Zealand and many are without an immediate, easy or obvious answer. The solution for Family 2 was
found by choosing an equity partner to farm the property, thereby releasing funds for the parents
and three children, and maintaining the option of taking the property back into the family if
grandchildren were keen to farm it.
The process by which the family developed this solution is instructive and well-described in the
three videos on the following page.

67

In case the four embedded links do not work:
https://www.rmpp.co.nz/site_files/13089/upload_files/RMPP-BowieFamily-CaseStudyV1_4.pdf?dl=1
Family 1 - Video 1 - 6:21 mins
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PlYdBFErv1s&feature=emb_err_watch_on_yt
Family 1 - Video 2 - 5:10 mins
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h4QX5EY8TXI&feature=emb_err_watch_on_yt
Family 1 - Video 3 - 5:43 mins
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tXk-WLF3pNQ&feature=emb_err_watch_on_yt
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Pathways in transition of the family farm business
Farm transition through an equity partnership
Family challenges during farm transition 68

9.2.2 Fact Sheets
RMPP prepared five fact sheets that can be read online or printed, which have information about
the most common pathways to farm ownership.
Equity Partnerships
Leasing
Share Farming
Performance Incentives
Business Structures 69
9.2.3 Resource Book
This February 2020, 50-page resource book, published by B+LNZ and RMMP and available at the
B+LNZ website Knowledge Hub, is a culmination of work developed by Mandi McLeod of Systems
Insights Ltd. 70 Material in the book is her own work, unless otherwise cited. The book is
comprehensive; well researched, tackles the difficult issues, provides work sheets, e.g. calculating
‘sweat for equity’, and provides a case study that exemplifies succession challenges.
Farm Ownership and Transition Resource Book 71
9.2.4

Examples of and Guides to Legal Documents
Company Constitution
Shareholders’ Agreement
Performance Incentive Agreement & Schedule
Equity Partnerships User Guide & Questionnaire 72

68

In case the three embedded links do not work:
Pathways in transition of the family farm business - Video - 7:37 mins
https://www.rmpp.co.nz/page/training1/
Farm transition through an equity partnership - Video - 8:23 mins
https://www.rmpp.co.nz/page/equity1/
Family challenges during farm transition - Video - 9:52 mins
https://www.rmpp.co.nz/page/challenges1/

69

In case the five embedded links do not work:
Equity Partnerships
https://www.rmpp.co.nz/site_files/13089/upload_files/FactSheets-EquityPartnerships[print].pdf?dl=1
Leasing
https://www.rmpp.co.nz/site_files/13089/upload_files/FactSheets-Leasing[print].pdf?dl=1
Share Farming
https://www.rmpp.co.nz/site_files/13089/upload_files/FactSheets-ShareFarmingupdatedweb.pdf?dl=1
Performance Incentives
https://www.rmpp.co.nz/site_files/13089/upload_files/FactSheets-PerformanceIncentives[print].pdf?dl=1
Business Structures
https://www.rmpp.co.nz/site_files/13089/upload_files/FactSheets-BusinessStructures[printV2].pdf?dl=1

70
71

https://nuffieldinternational.org/live/Report/NZ/2009/mandi-mcleod
Farm Ownership and Transition Resource Book. In case the embedded link above does not work:
https://beeflambnz.com/knowledge-hub/PDF/RB16foat

72

In case the four embedded links do not work:
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In addition to the above farm succession resources RMPP also developed a well-attended farm
succession workshop series for farming families, which is described in Section 10.0 below.
9.3
Economic Evaluation
See information in Section 3.5 above and Annex 9.

10.0 Farm Business Transition and Succession Workshops
In parallel to development of the resources covered in Section 9.0 above, RMPP developed,
beginning with a pilot phase in 2018, a workshop series that took farm owners and their families
through aspects of the transition and succession of a farm business. 73 Each workshop series was
limited to eight farm businesses to enable discussion and shared-learning between participants. All
workshops costs were met by RMPP.
10.1 Structure
Participants were required to attend three, regionally located, half-day workshops spread over a
three to four-month period followed by a voluntary one-on-one clinic with a succession expert.
Workshop One
This workshop covered the importance of understanding what all family members want and need
from the transition and succession process – as an essential first step in developing a plan. It was
delivered by succession experts and facilitated by a trained facilitator; both parties being neutral and
independent of the family.
Its purpose was to enable family members to understand the connections and systems that exist, or
need to exist, in a family business; covering individuals, family, management and ownership.
Participants were given information to help them identify how to manage family relationships that
would enable a successful transition of both the business management and ownership, without
compromising family happiness or business success.
An interval of at least a month between the first workshop and the second was provided to enable
family members to reflect on and discuss what they had learned, before the next workshop.
Workshop Two
This workshop focused on helping family members to establish and maintain strong management
foundations in their family business.
Its purpose was to enable family members to identify what structures and processes they should
investigate and implement to secure the management foundations of the family farm business. As
Company Constitution
https://www.rmpp.co.nz/site_files/13089/upload_files/CompanyConstitution(fornewEP)-Dec16(002)(1).pdf?dl=1
Shareholders’ Agreement
https://www.rmpp.co.nz/site_files/13089/upload_files/ShareholdersAgreement-Dec16(002).pdf?dl=1
Performance Incentive Agreement & Schedule
https://www.rmpp.co.nz/site_files/13089/upload_files/PerformanceIncentiveAgreement^0Schedule-UserGuideDec16_v6.pdf?dl=1
Equity Partnerships User Guide & Questionnaire
https://www.rmpp.co.nz/site_files/13089/upload_files/EquityPartnerships-SettingupanAgreementUserGuide^0Questionaire-June17test3.pdf?dl=1
73

https://www.rmpp.co.nz/page/farm-business-transition-and-succession-workshops/
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for the first workshop, it was delivered by experts and facilitated by a trained facilitator, who were
neutral and independent of the family.
An interval of at least a month between this workshop and the next was again provided to enable
family members to reflect and discuss.
Workshop Three
This workshop built on the first two workshops in two ways.
Firstly, it covered all the forms of farm ownership, e.g. personal, family, company and partnership;
with their features, advantages and disadvantages. Secondly, it provided participants with examples
of the documents, or knowledge of where they could be obtained, that must be completed to
enable successful succession in a functional and legal sense.
One-on-one Clinic
As conclusion to this workshop series, RMPP provided workshop graduates the opportunity to
attend a one-on-one clinic with a succession expert. This was an opportunity for the family to
discuss their individual or family issues that had not been fully answered by the three workshops, or
were such that the family had preferred not to discuss them in the workshops. The one-on-one clinic
was voluntary, but if used, was also free of charge for the family.
10.2 Participant Perspectives
July 2019 workshop 74 (quote):
-

We had our heads in the sand really.
It’s a very complicated subject, but now our family has a plan to build on and it’s opened
communications among us about what the next ten years will look like.
It made clear for us that the biggest issue around succession is about legacy and the need to
get succession planning right so it doesn’t all fall over.
It helped us to recognise there is no right or wrong way of doing things. Every family and
business is different and you can’t tell people what to do.

September 2019 workshop 75 (quote):
-

-

We could have just gone straight to our accountant or solicitor, but we felt the more options
we knew about the better. The expert speakers at that first event were really helpful. They
outlined the options for governance and structures and answered any questions we had.
In developing your succession plan you first need to understand the needs and wants of all
the family, so getting all those views and perspectives shared in one room is very valuable.
But the really huge advantage was being in a small group of farmers who were at various
stages of farming, and the willingness of everyone to open up and share their experiences
and concerns.

10.3 Looking Ahead
Introduced in 2018, Farm Business Transition and Succession Workshops were popular and well
attended. Table 11 on the following page shows graduate numbers.

74
75

Source: https://farmersweekly.co.nz/section/agribusiness/view/workshops-help-tackle-succession
Source: https://www.ruralnewsgroup.co.nz/rural-news/rural-agribusiness/putting-succession-planning-into-action
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Table 11: Graduate numbers for Farm Business Transition and Succession Workshops
2013

2014

2015

2016

Number
Accumulated No.

2017

2018
26

2019
226
252

2020*
230
482

Total
482

* This number is actual to 31 March plus estimated to 30 September 2020.
At the time of writing this report (May 2020) there was demand from farming families for further
workshops, but it is unclear when COVID-19 regulations will enable face-to-face workshops to be
resumed. See Section 16.0 below for an update.
10.4 New Zealand Institute of Primary Industry Management (NZIPIM)
NZIPIM is a professional body for rural professionals in New Zealand. Its purpose is to build the
capability and capacity of rural professionals operating within New Zealand’s primary industries. 76
NZIPIM noted the success of RMPP’s Farm Business Transition and Succession Workshops and sought
approval from RMPP for NZIPIM to offer a form of the workshops to its members, as many of them
could be involved in assisting farmers with their farm succession plans. RMPP agreed and partfunded NZIPIM for the workshops, which were delivered by NZIPIM as a facilitated, two-day
Governance and Succession Training Programme for Rural Professionals. 77
At the date of this report (May 2020) one workshop had been run. Three were funded by RMPP and
the remaining two workshops are fully subscribed. It is expected that these will be run in future
subject to COVID-19. See section 16.0 for an update.
NZIPIM surveyed workshop participants. An overview of the data showed that participants increased
their knowledge in the areas of governance and succession over the course of two days; with
participants identifying an average 35 percent improvement in their knowledge of succession and 41
percent average improvement in their knowledge of governance.
10.5 Economic Evaluation
See information in Section 3.5 above and Annex 9.

11.0 Aspiring to Farm Business Management and Ownership Workshops
Sections 9.0 and 10.0 above covered two RMPP programmes: Pathways to Farm Business Ownership
and Farm Business Transition and Succession Workshops. Both of these were developed from a farm
business succession perspective.
RMPP also developed two further programmes, these being from the perspective of enabling
younger people to enter the business of farming. The programmes were: (i) Aspiring to Farm
Business Management and Ownership Workshops, and (ii) Aspiring to Farm Ownership Action
Groups. The first of these programmes is discussed in this Section, the second follows in Section
12.0.

76
77

https://www.nzipim.co.nz/
https://www.nzipim.co.nz/Event?Action=View&Event_id=336 and
https://www.nzipim.co.nz/Folder?Action=View%20File&Folder_id=65&File=Governance%20and%20Succession%20Trai
ning%20Programme%20Information.pdf
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11.1 Structure
This programme began in 2019 and continued in 2020, structured as a one-day workshop for
individuals or couples wishing to manage or own a sheep or beef farm business. Workshops were
limited to eight couples/16 people and fully funded by RMPP. 78 They covered:
-

Vision, values and strategy
Ways to attain farm ownership: sharefarming, leasing, equity partnership or direct purchase
Communication
Business management
What bankers look for
Governance, and
Building and keeping equity.

11.2 Graduate Numbers
Table 12 below shows the number of workshop graduates.
Table 12: Graduate numbers for Aspiring to Farm Business Management and Ownership
Workshops
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Number
Accumulated No.

2019
78

2020*
165
243

Total
243

* This number is actual to 31 March plus estimated to 30 September 2020.
At the time of writing this report (May 2020) there was demand from farming families for further
workshops, but it is unclear when COVID-19 regulations will enable face-to-face workshops to be
resumed. See Section 16.0 below for an update.
11.3 Economic Evaluation
See information in Section 3.5 above and Annex 9.

12.0

Aspiring to Farm Business Ownership Action Groups

12.1 Background
An early and important RMPP initiative was its Extension Design Project to develop a coordinated
red meat sector national agricultural extension and uptake framework. This work was successful.
RMPP’s extension model forms the basis of the RMPP Action Network, an initiative to support sheep
and beef farmers to turn ideas into productive and profitable action on-farm. A Closing Report on
the Extension Design Project is available here. 79
Farmer Action Groups are the dynamic essence of the Action Network. Each Action Group is farmerled, comprises seven to nine farm businesses 80 and, with the assistance of a trained facilitator,
chooses areas of farming on which it wishes to focus. Where useful, the Action Group calls on
assistance from experts in its chosen areas to assist.
78
79
80

https://www.rmpp.co.nz/page/aspiring-to-farm-business-ownership/
In case the embedded link does not work: https://www.rmpp.co.nz/page/reports/
RMPP research indicated that this is the ideal group size for group effectiveness.
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Action Groups have proven to be successful. The model is seen to be ‘translatable’ to other fields of
activity or ambition. One of these ‘fields’ is those people who do not yet own a farm, but aspire to
do so.
12.2 Progress
Aspiring to Farm Ownership Action Groups were launched as a new initiative by RMPP in 2019. A
comprehensive Handbook to guide, inform and assist group formation and operation was prepared
by RMPP and can be seen here. 81 Graduate numbers for late 2019 / early 2020 are shown in Table
13 below.
Table 13: Graduate numbers for Aspiring to Farm Ownership Action Groups
2013

2014

2015

2016

Number
Accumulated No.

2017

2018

2019
12

2020*
0
12

Total
12

* This number is actual to 31 March plus estimated to 30 September 2020.
As can be seen from Table 13 above, just one Action Group had been formed at the time of writing
(May 2020). It comprised eight individuals and two couples. This may have been because Aspiring to
Farm Ownership Action Groups were not widely promoted, instead being advertised only to the 78
people who graduated from the Aspiring to Farm Business Management and Ownership Workshops
in 2019 (see Table 12 above).

12.3 Participant Perspectives
Information about the above Aspiring to Farm Ownership Action Group can be seen in a farming
press article here. 82 Three quotations from the article are:
-

-

-

It was inspiring to host a group of young people that are passionate about the industry and
looking at ways, outside of the box, to get a step up into their own farming businesses. They
are very focused on what they are doing now and what it will take for them to get where
they want to be.
Some people are in sheep and beef and some in dairy. We have farm managers,
sharemilkers, people who are going through succession and one couple have bought a dairy
farm since the group started.
One of the things we are now looking at is having mentors within the industry. Many people
who have done well are only too happy to share support and advice.

12.4 Economic Evaluation
See information in Section 3.5 above and Annex 9.

81

82

In case the embedded link does not work:
https://www.actionnetwork.co.nz/site_files/16853/upload_files/AspiringtoFarmOwnershipHandbook.pdf
In case the embedded link does not work: https://www.ruralnewsgroup.co.nz/rural-news/rural-management/eyesopen-to-different-ways-of-farm-ownership
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13.0

Rural Professional Action Groups

13.1 Background
Rural Professionals are people who work in the primary sector in a professional capacity. Although
some may own farms or have once been farmers, their role is that of an external person who, in
their professional capacity, provides assistance to farmers. Examples of Rural Professionals include
accountants; agribusiness specialists, farm advisors, lawyers, seed specialists and veterinarians. 83
Some Rural Professionals are also members of the NZIPIM - see Section 10.4 above.
As explained in Section 12.1 above, RMPP’s farmer Action Group model is ‘translatable’ to other
fields of activity or ambition. In 2019 RMPP funded extension of the model, including use of a
trained group facilitator, to Rural Professionals, intending that six Rural Professional Action Groups
be established. RMPP’s objective was to provide professional development support to assist those
working with red meat sector farmers and, thereby, the farmers. 84
13.2 Group Structure
Group size was limited to 12 members in accord with RMPP’s small group learning principles. Five
topics were identified as crucial to rural professionals over the next five years:
- Farm systems
- Environment
- Market
- People, and
- Technology.
RMPP placed eligibility conditions on Rural Professional Action Group membership. Individuals had
to:
i.
Be currently working in the red meat sector
ii.
Not be currently participating in an RMPP Action Network Action Group
iii.
Agree to develop a written personal development plan within two months of their group
being formed
iv.
Agree to pay $500 + GST to the group fund upon commencement of the Action Group, and
v.
Commit to completing six-monthly online surveys for RMPP.
RMPP’s objective in (iii) above was to ensure that group members developed personal objectives
that they intended to pursue by membership of a group; in (iv) to test personal commitment and
supplement RMPP funding for group operation (e.g. payment for a facilitator or an external expert
requiring remuneration); and in (v) to ensure that RMPP was able to track group progress, as it had
every six months for farmer Action Groups since the date of their establishment.
13.3 Progress
As it did for Aspiring to Farm Ownership Action Groups, RMPP prepared a comprehensive Handbook
to guide, inform and assist group formation and operation, which can be seen here. 85 RMPP also
prepared a Rural Professional Directory for farmers or others to use, which can be seen here. 86
83
84
85

86

Six examples, given alphabetically, not an all-inclusive list.
https://www.rmpp.co.nz/page/rural-professional-action-group/
In case the embedded link does not work:
https://www.rmpp.co.nz/site_files/13089/upload_files/RuralProfessionalActionGroupHandbook25oct2019.pdf?dl=1
In case the embedded link does not work: https://rpdirectory.actionnetwork.co.nz/
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Participation numbers for late 2019 / early 2020 are shown in Table 14 below.
Table 14: Participant numbers for Rural Professional Action Groups
2013

2014

2015

2016

Number
Accumulated No.

2017

2018

2019
84

2020*
0
84

Total
84

* This number is estimated to 30 September 2020.
Demand for action groups by rural professionals was higher than anticipated and RMPP extended its
funding support from the intended six to seven groups. 87
It is notable that rural professionals, all being people who work closely with farmers, wanted to
establish Action Groups for themselves and were prepared to co-fund them. This suggests that they
had seen the success of the RMPP Action Group model for farmers and wished to emulate it in their
own profession.
A May 2020 article supports this view, see here.88 Three quotations from rural professionals in the
article are:
-

-

The core objective for the group is to build the rural professional capability toolkit to help
enable a sustainable future for farming.
It’s a very effective forum for generating ideas and driving practice change because it’s about
small groups. You put that into a facilitated setting and bring in subject matter experts; it’s a
powerful model.
For rural professionals in particular, it’s an effective way for them to test different styles and
ways of working with farmers and fine tune their approach.

14.0 Facilitation Training
RMPP’s experience with its Extension Design Project, discussed in Section 12.1 above, showed the
key importance of skilled facilitators within Action Groups. This lead to RMPP placing high emphasis
on identifying and training facilitators. A training programme with three components arose out of
the Extension Design Project and remained important as the number of Action Groups, hence need
for skilled facilitators increased. The programme components were:
i.
Lead Facilitator
ii.
Action Network Fundamentals and Extension Design, and
iii.
Facilitator Observation in the field. 89
Each is discussed below. The order of training in stages: (i) first, then (ii), then (iii), with intervals
between each, for personal reflection and learning consolidation, was shown by RMPP to be
important for training effectiveness.

87
88

89

7 groups x 12 members each = 84 in Table 14.
In case the embedded link does not work: https://beeflambnz.com/news-views/rural-professionals-build-skills-supportfarmers?_cldee=c2hhcm9uLndpbGxpYW1zb25Acm1wcC5jby5ueg%3d%3d&recipientid=contactdff4eb7dd68ee8118161e0071b67ecd1-e512caf7ba1d4946aad1bc1fab7966f0&esid=c7a70c10-1290-ea11-a811000d3a799417
https://www.rmpp.co.nz/page/facilitation/ Information at this site changes as it is kept up to date by RMPP on an
ongoing basis to reflect planned future facilitator training courses.
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The Lead Facilitator workshop was the first step for those wanting to be facilitators for RMPP Farm
Action Groups. Graduates were then required to complete the Action Network Fundamentals and
Extension Design workshop and then be observed in the field, (iii) above, before they could become
approved Action Group facilitators.
14.1 Lead Facilitator
This workshop was delivered over two sequential days, aimed at improving the knowledge and skills
of rural professionals, or others in the primary sector, who wished to perform facilitation work for
RMPP or grow their capabilities for other work in the sector.
Delivered by a highly skilled and experienced facilitator, the workshop was designed to enable
participants to gain an understanding of the key elements of facilitation and learn the skills required
to effectively facilitate groups and the learning of group participants. Workshop size was limited to
15 people, in accord with RMPP Action Group best practice.
Three areas were covered in the two days. They were:
1. The art and science of facilitation
- How to adopt a facilitation mindset
- The tools and techniques required for working with groups
- How to design questions that engage, provoke and liberate, and
- How to apply facilitation in other settings e.g. meetings.
2. The ways we learn
- How to understand and acquire skills and develop knowledge
- How the brain learns
- How neuroscience and behavioural psychology can help us, and
- Strategies to facilitate real learning.
3. Learning design
- Key elements of an effective learning programme
- How to design for maximum learning
- How to use Information and experts, and
- How to design and outline an event you are going to run.
14.2 Action Network Fundamentals and Extension Design
This second component of training was a further two-day workshop for rural professionals or
farmers who intended to work with Action Groups in the RMPP Action Network. It focused on the
principles that were researched and developed by RMPP for establishing and operating effective
farm Action Groups. This process led to a substantive body of work, summarised in RMPP’s
Extension Design Project Final Report. 90 Participants in this second stage of facilitator training were
led through the principles and how to successfully apply them in Action Groups.
14.3 Facilitator Observation
This third component of training was a requirement for people who had been through the first two
stages of training (above) and were working as facilitators in RMPP Action Groups. It consisted of an
observation visit to an Action Group event that the individual concerned was facilitating.
90

https://www.rmpp.co.nz/page/reports/
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During the observation visit the RMPP observer looked for evidence that the facilitator was applying
the learning theory, event design principles and outcomes that had been taught in the first two
training courses. Assessment criteria for the observation visit are rigorous and may be seen in Annex
6.
14.4 Facilitator Support Workshops
RMPP provided half-day Facilitator Support Workshops in 2017 and 2018 for the B+LNZ Farmer
Council and Alliance Group. The purpose was not formal facilitator training as described in Sections
14.1 to 14.3 above.
14.5 Progress
Table 15 below shows graduate numbers for three aspects of RMPP’s facilitation training.
Table 15: Graduate numbers for RMPP Facilitator Training 91
Course
Lead Facilitator
AN Fundamentals &
Extension Design
Facilitator Support
Total

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017
124
56

2018
272
160

2019
170
87

2020*
42

12
192

86
518

257

42

Total
608
303
98
1,009

* This number is actual to 31 March 2020. Unlike similar tables earlier in this report, it does not
include a forecast from April to September 2020.
People trained for the B+LNZ Farmer Council and Alliance Group (Section 14.4 above) are included in
Table 15 (in the Facilitator Support line of the table).
Study of Table 15 shows:
- Commencement of training in 2017 when RMPP Action Groups were first being formed.
- Annual increase in the numbers being trained to match the increase in the number of Action
Groups. (Care was also taken to ensure that the regional location of trained facilitators
matched the regional location of Action Groups).
- The high numbers of people who were trained from 2017 to 2019 and the total over four
years. 1,009 people working in the red-meat sector and trained to be effective facilitators in
group situations is a significant contribution.
Lead Facilitator workshop attendees in early 2020 included members of the MPI Māori Agri-business
unit.
As noted in Section 13.3 above RMPP prepared a Rural Professional Directory for farmers, rural
professionals or others to use. Some Directory entries have information about the rural
professional. Where this notes that s/he is a facilitator, the training was provided by RMPP.
14.5 Evaluation
The large number of people putting themselves forward for RMPP facilitator training, shown in Table
15 above, indicate that they thought the training would have value for themselves, their
91

Table 15 does not include observation visits, as doing so would ‘double-count’ people who received Action Network
Fundamentals & Extension Design training.
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organisation and their clients.
RMPP conducted an evaluation of its facilitator training programme in October 2019. 91
respondents rated the quality and benefits of their training very highly. The Evaluation Report is
provided in Annex 7.
One facilitator provided this comment to RMPP (quote): 92
-

-

I’ve been a facilitator at field days and seminars for a number of years as part of my farm
consultancy role. I wasn’t sure what value I would get out of facilitator training. However,
these new courses really challenged me to reflect on my facilitation style.
I now have a number of new tools to use when facilitating farmer discussions and groups
that will add value to both their business and mine. It was a great chance to get some formal
facilitation training after many years of learning on the run.

14.6 Economic Evaluation
See information in Section 3.5 above and Annex 9.

15.0

Sheep and Beef Farmers as Attractive Employers

15.1 Background
Forecasts in 2014 for the red meat and wool sector included that by 2025 it would need to train
32,700 new workers to replace those lost through attrition, with 11,400 of these needing to have
post-school qualifications. While 36 percent of sector workers had a formal post-school qualification
in 2012, by 2025 this would need to increase to 55 percent. 93
Not only were the numbers of needed new workers high, the attributes of those workers:
-

Were many and diverse
Required advanced and sophisticated skills and capabilities not traditionally thought to be in
high demand in the agricultural sector
Highlighted the likelihood that not only would the red meat sector find it difficult to source
sufficient well-qualified people, but also,
That in doing so it would be competing with other sectors, both within and outside the
primary sector.

This last factor, competition for good staff, heralded the need for change to the practices of
recruiting, rewarding, managing and retaining good employees in the red meat sector. While many
sheep and beef farmers and many of their staff were happy with status quo, the gap between this
and more demanding labour legislation, and the career expectations of younger people seemed
likely to cause challenges.
Further, these would be aggravated if the forecast that 55 percent of staff would need to have a
formal post-school qualification was correct. Qualified people are more able to change jobs easily
and choose jobs that suit them.

92
93

Stephen Thomson, Consultant, AgFirst Gisborne
https://www.mpi.govt.nz/dmsdocument/3893/direct and https://www.mpi.govt.nz/dmsdocument/3892
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One of RMPP’s responses was a multi-year, multi-faceted Talent Attraction programme; 94 another
was RMPP’s Sheep and Beef Farmers as Attractive Employers project.
15.2 A Pathway Forward
Investigation by RMPP found that there were many tools, resources and templates available to
farmers that provided information on the range of areas that are essential for compliant
employment practices. However, it also noted that there was a need for a consolidated, centralised
and accessible resource to enable farmers fast and easy access to relevant and up-to-date
information.
Approval was given by the PSG to develop a resource and learning module, which would improve
farmer understanding of the human resource requirements associated with moving from a
‘compliant employer’ (one who meets the minimum legislative requirements), to an ‘attractive
employer’ (one who exceeds these requirements). This module would include development of a selfassessment checklist for farmers that covered all elements of employment and compliance, and a
library/database that would enable farmers to search for detailed information or examples of best
practice.
15.3 The DairyNZ Workplace 360 Tool
While pursuing the above objectives RMPP reviewed the Workplace 360 tool that had been
developed by the industry good organisation DairyNZ. 95 RMPP concluded that the tool was excellent
and, rather than duplicate or reinvent it, it would be better with DairyNZ approval, to adapt/modify
those aspects of the tool which were dairy-specific, to make it suitable for sheep and beef farmers.
DairyNZ was receptive to RMPP’s approach however, at the time of writing this report (May 2020), it
was making adjustments to the tool and platform on which it runs. When this work is complete
RMPP will make the modifications necessary for use of the tool by sheep and beef farmers. It will
then be hosted at the B+LNZ website, with attribution to DairyNZ and with links to relevant
B+LNZ resources. Hosting at the B+LNZ site also ensures sustainability for use of the tool on sheep
and beef farms post-RMPP.
15.4 Commentary
Sharing the Workplace 360 Tool is not a zero-sum game. 96 Work by Scarlatti for RMPP in 2019
showed that there is strong employment market synergy between red meat and dairy farming in
New Zealand, i.e. a young person with an interest in working in pastoral agriculture, but without an
existing inclination for dairy or red meat employment, might go in either direction. Hence,
deployment of the Workplace 360 Tool in both the dairy and red meat sectors makes sense.
Other DairyNZ initiatives such as New Workplace Design 97 may be of interest to readers of this
report, and may presage challenges and opportunities for the red meat sector also, if the sector is to
look attractive to the best prospective staff.
RMPP has also advanced an initiative in the red meat sector that will encompass good employment
practice, the New Zealand Farm Assurance Programme Plus (NZFAP Plus). This builds on the New
Zealand Farm Assurance Programme (NZFAP - see here for comprehensive information) 98 which
94

95
96
97
98

For further information on this topic see the RMPP Talent Attraction Final Report here:
https://www.rmpp.co.nz/page/reports/
DairyNZ: https://www.dairynz.co.nz/ Workplace 360 Tool: https://www.dairynz.co.nz/workplace-360/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zero-sum_game
In case the embedded link does not work: https://www.dairynz.co.nz/about-us/research/new-workplace-design/
In case the embedded link does not work: https://www.rmpp.co.nz/page/nz-farm-assurance/
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will, with their agreement, replace all farm assurance programmes operated by individual meat
processing companies. See here for an early (October 2016) industry perspective. 99
NZFAP Plus is still in development at the time of writing this report (May 2020). A voluntary
programme for sheep and beef farmers who want to further demonstrate the high quality of their
farming system, it will cover farm Environment, Biosecurity and People. This third aspect, People,
speaks to the need for red meat farmers to be seen as attractive employers, and to the need for
farm businesses to be preferred workplaces. A future RMPP Closing Report will review NZFAP and
NZFAP Plus.

16.0 Post COVID-19
Delivery of six RMPP programmes that involve close contact between people was suspended by
RMPP in early 2020 because of COVID-19. 100
The first COVID-19 case in New Zealand was detected on 28 February 2020. RMPP ceased holding
events which involved groups of people, soon afterwards. New Zealand’s government prepared four
levels of response to COVID-19. 101 The country then moved rapidly though Levels 1, 2 and 3 to
reach Level 4 lockdown because of COVID-19 on 25 March 2020. RMPP had thus anticipated the
legal obligation of not holding events that involved physical contact between people.
In response to COVID-19, AWDT moved quickly to place UYFB online, as noted in Section 4.2 above.
RMPP also moved rapidly to develop and test means of holding ‘virtual’ events online. Four
examples were:
i.
TOOYF Workshops - see Section 7.5 above
ii.
An Unleash the Maui e-Summit - see Section 8.4 above
iii.
Aspiring to Farm Business Management and Ownership workshops - see Section 11.0
above, and
iv.
Facilitator e-Forum.
These tests showed that it was possible to achieve some of the outcomes sought. Doing so required
active engagement by both RMPP and those joining online for an event, to make the most of the
new ‘way of doing things’. RMPP’s experience was that all involved were keen to do so. The
importance of highly skilled and accomplished facilitators was again demonstrated.
In regard to (iv) above, when COVID-19 restrictions were imposed, planning for a RMPP Facilitator
Conference was well advanced. As the duration of the restrictions was unknown and it was unclear
whether people would be prepared to attend a conference even when they were lifted, RMPP
switched to providing an e-forum. The decision to switch was fast and development of the e-Forum
was achieved very quickly.
RMPP’s Facilitators for change e-forum 2020 began in late June 2020. It was well-designed and
structured; featured keynote speakers from Australia and New Zealand, was pertinent to the
99

100
101

In case the embedded link does not work: https://www.ruralnewsgroup.co.nz/rural-news/rural-generalnews/industry-collaborating-to-create-single-standard-for-farmers
These programmes are in Sections: 4.2, 5.3, 6.2, 7.5, 10.3 and 11.2.
These were Levels 1, 2, 3 and 4. Level 4 was the most restrictive on the need for people to self-isolate, and the abilities
of businesses to operate. More information is (May 2020) available at this comprehensive and multi-lingual
government website: https://covid19.govt.nz/
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business interests of facilitators, staged to be delivered in 11/4 to 2 hour sessions over six weeks,
provided access to supporting resources and was recorded and made available online, post-session,
for those people who were unable to attend.
Information regarding the e-forum (keynote speaker sessions, weekly workshops, speaker and
facilitator biographies, online resources, structure and timing) are provided in Annex 10 of this
report.
The e-forum was still in progress at the time of finalising this report. Learnings are being captured
and shared across RMPP and with RMPP Partners.
New Zealand moved down from Level 4, through Levels 3 and 2, to reach Level 1 on 8 June 2020,
with no active cases of COVID-19 known in the country. Under Level 1, all activities that involve
groups of people are permissible. RMPP can therefore resume delivery of such events.
However, the learnings gained from developing online capability are valuable and RMPP may
continue to use online delivery and engagement, while also providing events with physical presence.
Maintaining online capability is wise since, when New Zealand eases its border restrictions, entrants
may bring COVID-19 with them that is not detected at the border, but found later. This could lead to
renewed restrictions on people gathering together, either regionally or nationally.
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Annex 1
Understanding Your Farming Business programme - Graduate perspectives
1. Taken from AWDT website
First and foremost, the course has given me no-end of confidence and some totally new skills. I’ve
realised how crucial I am to the success of our business.
https://www.awdt.org.nz/binks-mccurdy-her-story/
The couple credit the knowledge and confidence Di gained from the programme with improved
communication, stronger financial focus, greater organisation and clearer direction.
https://www.awdt.org.nz/di-cleveland-her-story/
We discuss things more now … Ro asks the hard questions and I need to give a reason why I’m doing
it. We’ve taken a microscope to what we do and are asking ‘why do we do that and how can we
improve?’ instead of just doing what we usually do.
https://www.awdt.org.nz/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/UYFB-Case-Study-Ro-McDiarmid.pdf
I haven’t had farming business training previously. This course was enlightening, challenging,
empowering, exciting and has had a significant impact.
https://www.awdt.org.nz/awdt-uyfb-graduate-feedback/
She has the confidence to have conversations with the bank manager, with the accountant, with
farm advisers and actually knows what she’s talking about and is able to engage in the conversations
that they’re having around the kitchen table.
https://www.awdt.org.nz/rebekah-kelly/
2. Independent Print Media
Home block: Don’t lie awake worrying
The ‘Understanding Your Farming Business’ course run through the Agri-Women’s Development
Trust was inspiring. It covered stock reconciliation, budgets for feed and finance, KPIs and
benchmarking and more. The facilitators were memorable and outstanding individuals.
I gained a lot and highly recommend it to anyone who has a chance to attend. It is free as the Trust
has gained sponsorship through the Red Meat Profit Partnership and you will have fun too. We had a
baby come to ours and our age group ranged from young starting-out-farming to nearly retiring. All
sized farms and types too.
https://nzfarmlife.co.nz/home-block-RMPP-lie-awake-worrying/
3. Videos
If you look industry-wide at the businesses performing at the top, it’s quite evident that both parties
are heavily involved in the business and the business is driving forward with everyone on the same
page.
Five farming couples discuss why the course was so valuable for them:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qkJiaQhVyQQ 6:15 minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iut-N1O28kM Long version 10:38 minutes - more personal
insights
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This is the biggest expansion we are doing and it’s a joint-venture with a neighbouring property.
Meg’s involvement in the business is crucial, if she wasn’t involved then it wouldn’t be growing.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNkCJCHAROw 3:01 minutes
Doing the course really gave me the skills that I needed to not only take on all the business side of
things … but it also gave me the confidence to become actively involved in the discussions we have
with our other critical farming partners such as the bank manager and accountant.
Not only do you gain the confidence and skills you need, but it’s also a really good networking tool. It
gets you out there with other women that are in a similar position to you, especially when you live
rurally … to be able to get out and mix with other women is really really valuable.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=scFmC0w6nrs 2:36 minutes
Doing this course was the start of a time of thriving …
Before I did this programme my role in the business was primarily bookkeeping, doing the accounts
and paying the bills, but also being a sounding board for some of the decisions that we were trying to
make as a farming couple. Quite oftentimes I didn’t feel like I knew enough about what was going
on. After doing the programme I feel much more confident to be involved in the strategic decisions
on our property.
That flows onto confidence that we are doing the right things, and we are in a good business, and we
are in the right place …. That creates energy.
https://youtu.be/RMPP_L_OgxNi0 2:56 minutes
Two Agribusiness Diploma students tell how the UYFB course provided by the Agri-Women’s
Development Trust gave them a grounding to study for their Diploma.
Met some amazing women in a very similar situation to me.
I got some really good skills to analyse business, finances, the production side of it.
It gave us a great overview of all the different farming practices from doing your accounts, to HR,
farm planning and also even having conversations with our husbands and with our partners in our
farm.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bc1Ufo0poDg 2:55 minutes

END OF ANNEX 1
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Annex 2
Agricultural Production Statistics - Māori Farms, June 2018

102

Source: Statistics NZ

Type of animal

Māori
farms
total

New
Zealand
total
farms

Number

Māori
farms
share of
NZ total
Percent

Average
per
Māori
farm

Average
per
NZ farm

Number

At 30 June 2018
Total sheep

844,700

27,295,700

3.1

6,822

1,601

Total beef cattle

127,200

3,721,300

3.4

805

164

Total dairy cattle

86,000

6,385,500

1.3

891

445

4,400

851,400

0.5

1,790

611

612,600

19,179,900

3.2

5,261

1,295

Beef breeding cows and heifers

44,800

1,029,100

4.4

406

104

Milking cows and heifers

66,500

5,010,300

1.3

788

417

743,500

24,707,200

3

6,154

1,536

Total deer
Breeding ewes and hoggets

During year ended 30 June 2018
Total lambs tailed during year

Māori farms share of NZ total:
These numbers are averaged across New Zealand. Proportions in some regions, e.g. the east coast of
the North Island, are considerably higher for sheep and beef cattle.

102

In case the embedded link does not work https://www.stats.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/Agricultural-productionstatistics/Agricultural-production-statistics-June-2018-final/Download-data/agricultural-production-statistics-june2018-maori-farms-tables.xlsx
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Annex 3
Wāhine Māia, Wāhine Whenua course - Graduate perspectives
1. Quotations below are taken from the Agri-Women’s Development Trust website here. 103
I now have a much better understanding of farming and am excited to use what I have learnt. I
have a huge list of action plans of things to do.
I have enjoyed every part of the programme and am sharing this with my family – this is not for
me but for them. I am excited by the new changes we are about to make.
Especially the knowledge to run our business better. I have wanted to participate, but didn’t
quite know where to get the right help.
Finding out how much I already knew – and then extending my knowledge base even further.
Meeting other women in the region from a number of different trusts as well as hearing from
farming women and what challenges they face.
My husband works very hard on our farm and I believe with this new extra knowledge that I
have gained from this course we can make better business decisions.
Being together with other like-minded women and meeting highly-successful tutors who have a
wealth of knowledge to share. Knowing there are other women farming and we can share our
remedies and learn from each other also made me feel good.
Networking with other Māori women in the agribusiness sector was invaluable. The opportunity
to do a health status check on where our business is at was very useful.
Not all farm units were being measured or analysed in ways that provided meaningful metrics
for performance. Through the programme, it became apparent that we needed to find industry
metrics for all our business units to create realistic measures and goals to place within the
framework of our whole business plan.
Simply loved every minute.
2. Quotations below are taken from this YouTube video. 104
To me it had so much mana in the programme because it was so empowering. It was much
more than I expected I was going to learn. I thought I was going to learn about the ins and outs
of farming, but it gave me so much more connection that was totally unexpected.
When I reflect on the women that came on the course with me … you’re often in a situation
where you feel like you have no help. You’re steering in every direction and nobody understands
who you are or where you come from. And suddenly you get into a room with these women and
you go, I can say what I really need to say, and that’s the power of this course, is that you
actually get to share those stories and feel like you’ve got the confidence to ask the questions
when you leave.
Don’t be afraid to sign up. You are exactly where you need to be to participate in the course, and
you’ll be in a safe environment to share your views, meet other women and learn about what it
is to be great in your role, so join up.

103
104

In case the embedded link does not work: https://www.awdt.org.nz/wahine-maia-wahine-whenua-graduate-feedback/
In case the embedded link does not work:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=36&v=lG8qDT879uY&feature=emb_logo
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Annex 4
Future Focus - Graduate and media perspectives
Taken from AWDT website 105
Working on our plan together has meant we are now on the same page and working towards the
same goals – plus it flagged up some things we wanted individually that the other didn’t know about.
My husband commented that he simply didn’t get it and the enormity of how much it could impact
on our business and family – for the better - until he came on the course.
https://www.awdt.org.nz/graduate-feedback/
Doing the Future Focus programme with Rebekah has just given me enormous confidence – we are in
the right place as a couple and it’s exciting business. We’re very privileged to be involved in farming
and we just want to make the most of it.
https://www.awdt.org.nz/david-and-rebekah-kelly/
Other print media
There is plenty of research, including our own [AWDT], showing farming businesses perform better
when the business aspirations of both partners are agreed and aligned. We also know that many
couples have never had the opportunity to go through a process where they look to a far horizon,
decide together what this should look like and how they will get there.
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/the-country/news/article.cfm?c_id=16&objectid=12060104
I went to a course hosted by the Agri-Women’s Development Trust, funded out of the Red Meat Profit
Partnership. The day focused on working with your partner to start preparing a business plan
enabling better farm performance. It was exceptionally well facilitated and involved a group of very
competent young farming couples.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/business/farming/96476631/richard-morrison-sets-out-a-business-plan-forfarmers
She: We came away with a really solid business plan with our goals and vision on paper and us both
heading in the same direction. It helped us immensely.
He: It’s opened our eyes up to different things we need to do. We’ve got a good environmental plan
just by doing the programme.
https://farmersweekly.co.nz/section/agribusiness/view/look-ahead-with-farm-confidence
Videos
The Future Focus was sort of a no-brainer for us because Becs had done a previous course with the
Agri-Women’s Development Trust which she got a great deal out of and by doing this course
together we were both on the same page and I thought it was great.
We’re hoping to pass this land onto our children and having a strong environmental plan [from
Future Focus] is key to that.
https://youtu.be/0hXzNvRj2T0 2:38 Minutes

105

https://www.awdt.org.nz/programmes/futurefocus/
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She: I loved the Agri-Women’s Development Trust course that I’d been on [Understanding Your
Farming Business] and when I saw the opportunity for us both to be able to sit down and to have
some guidance in doing some business planning, then I just jumped at the idea.
He: I think we are always carrying big plans around in our head but, you know, it was just an
opportunity to get both our plans down on one bit of paper.
She: Knowing what our vision is means that we can look at all the options that are out there and
whether there are opportunities to diversify or …
He: If farming isn’t profitable and isn’t enjoyable it will never be sustainable. That’s probably what
we are really working on.
https://youtu.be/dnqzJVQ5yw 3:00 Minutes

END OF ANNEX 4
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Annex 5.1
RMPP Service Schedule for Whenua Ora 2019

v
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Annex 5.2
Whenua Ora Report on its RMPP deliverables in 2018
Deliverable 1: Connected and Engaged
•

•

•
•

Whenua Ora ran 14 roadshows with 250 schools and over 3,000 pupils in attendance. Whenua
Ora staff spoke to about 900 students on an individual and collective basis about career
opportunities in the sheep and beef and dairy sectors, and agribusiness courses available
through Whenua Kura / Taratahi Agricultural Training Centre.
Whenua Kura received 149 expressions of interest for farming courses from a variety of sources,
e.g. Ministry of Social Development, secondary schools with agriculture courses, Whenua Kura
website and Facebook page, advertising, roadshows/expos, presentations and targeting whānau
and iwi.
50 students have received career and employment related support from Whenua Kura.
25 students supported by Whenua Kura 2018 who graduated in sheep and beef NZQA courses in
2018. Half of these are women and for many they are the first in their whānau to receive a
qualification.

Deliverable 2: Programme Developed and Managed
• Website development has been completed.
• Three staff have been appointed and will be responsible for the delivery of RMPP outcomes.
• Whenua Kura is working with RMPP to refine contract deliverables, from single focus on the Ora
programme to include Whenua Kura pipeline programmes Ako and Mahi. This will provide
greater opportunity for RMPP to build people capability (Māori) through Whenua Kura networks
and workforce development programmes.
• Whenua Kura’s Partner Manager has been assigned to work closely with RMPP to provide
regular communication and reporting.
Deliverable 3: National Activity Programme and Coordination
• National Events Road Show: 14 sector specific events have been held, e.g. the National
Secondary Schools Kapa Haka Competition provided a Māori audience opportunity with an
attendance of 6,000 throughout the day.
• Five Christchurch schools contributed 43 Māori students to a Whenua Ora agribusiness day at
Fonterra. Of these, 40 agreed that participating in the event helped to improve their knowledge
about the industry, 36 felt more able to make choices about learning and work opportunities
and 26 said they were likely to explore learning and work opportunities and pathways in the
industry further.
• Further field days are to be organised at Telford and RMPP Partners.
• Whenua Kura has engaged with 85 iwi Māori organisations and trusts and 20 industry employers
to transition students into work.
• It has also been involved in the Ahuwhenua Awards.
Deliverable 4: Impact report and evaluation
• Delayed because of recent changes to the Whenua Kura structure.
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Annex 5.3
Examples of attributes of Māori attendees at an Unleash the Maui - Leadership Development
Programme
These examples come from the biographical information that young Māori people supplied in their
application to attend an Unleash the Maui Leadership Development Programme. Attendees were a
mix of male and female individuals.
Qualifications
Whenua Kura/Telford graduate - Level 3 Agriculture - Sheep, Beef and Dairy
Diploma in Agri-food Production
Diploma in Agribusiness
Postgraduate Diploma in Business
Bachelor in Japanese
Winner, Ahuwhenua Young Farmer of the Year award
Two time finalist in Ahuwhenua Young Farmer of the Year award
National Certificate in Agriculture Level 3 Sheep and Beef
Diploma in Agriculture, Lincoln University
Diploma in Farm Management, Lincoln University
Long Term Goals
Manage whānau farm
Supervisor or General Manager of a large Māori Incorporation farm
Help other rangatahi find a career in agriculture
Become a farm manager or own my own farm
Be a role model for young people and make them aware of the great jobs there are in agriculture
Manage a large-scale sheep and beef farm and one day own my own farm
Study animal disease, nutrition, genetics and breeding
Young people with achievements and goals such as these, lay a good foundation for programmes
such as the Unleash the Maui Leadership Development Programme that RMPP has supported.
Annex 5.4 on the following page provides the results of a survey of Unleash the Maui course
graduates.
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Annex 5.4
Unleash the Maui Graduate Survey - June 2019
Wānanga 106 graduates were surveyed at the end of their course. Survey questions examined aspects
of the courses. Answers were multiple choice, with five graduated possibilities for each answer, e.g.
for the first question in Table 16 below: Extremely relevant, Very relevant, Somewhat relevant, Not
so relevant, Not at all relevant.
As can be seen in Table 16 below participants ranked their wānanga highly.

Table 16: Unleash the Maui - June 2019 Participant Survey Results
Number of participants = 7
Some questions were not answered by all participants

Ranking where 5 = highest possible
score
1

2

3

4

5

Number of participants choosing each
rank
How would you recommend this wānanga to a friend
or colleague?

1

6

How relevant is the material to your role?

2

4

1

3

How do you feel about the amount of information
presented?

1

6

How engaging was the session with Paora on RMPP
Leadership/Maramataka?

2

5

How engaging the session with Kym on Tetramap?

3

4

2

4

1

6

5

1

How clear was the presentation of information?

How engaging was PATH planning?

2

1

How would you rate the facilitators?
How clear are you on the takeaways from the
wānanga and how you can or might use them?

1

It is encouraging to see the quality of the qualifications and ambitions that Whenua Kura Unleash
the Maui students brought to their course, and their evaluation of the course after completing it.
Unfortunately, only one Unleash the Maui course has been run (in 2019). It is therefore too early to
assess the outcomes of the courses.

106

Seminar, conference, forum, educational seminar
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Annex 6
RMPP Facilitation Observation Visit – Assessment Criteria
The below material has been sourced from RMPP and is quoted verbatim. 107
Background Information
The observation visit is about supporting RMPP Action Network facilitators with continuous
improvement of their facilitation skills to improve how the red meat sector engages with farmers
and supports them to achieve their desired practice change and goals, for their farm business.
RMPP is providing this support by conducting a formal feedback session with facilitators via an
Observation Visit.
Assessment Criteria
During the observation the Observer will be looking for evidence the facilitator has applied the
learning theory, event design principles and outcomes covered in the Lead Facilitator and Action
Network Fundamentals and Extension Design workshops.
Facilitators will be expected to provide evidence of and/or demonstrate:
Ready Phase: Preparation and pre-work for this event
o Group asked to do some preparation for this event
o Guest speakers well briefed in advance
o Handouts/reference material is suitable for farmer audience
o Group aware of next meeting outcome(s) and how it links to the group goal(s).
Set Phase: Delivery of the event
Includes checking the ‘6 pack’ is covered during the session (see superscript numbers below)
o Does everyone know each other 1
o Define the purpose/objective 2
o Set ground rules 3 or, evidence there are rules
o Farmers aware of agenda/run sheet
o Neurogenesis – link with what they already know
o Use a variety of participatory processes (get people moving) 4
o Develop rapport with the group
o Provide a safe environment for diverse views to surface 5
o Use active listening
o Identify and manage any barriers to individual farmer learning
o Manage disruptive behaviour: Think, pair, share
o Clear indication when facilitating and when being the technical expert
o Close meeting with purpose. 6
Go Phase: Farmers learning on the job and taking action – what will they do when they go home?
o How do you know if the farmers are applying their learning on farm?
o Support for farmers to action their learning is available
o Ongoing support is identified and agreed.

107

https://www.rmpp.co.nz/site_files/13089/upload_files/ObservationVisit-AssessmentCriteria(1)(1)(1).pdf?dl=1
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Show Phase: Reflect and share
o Facilitate group to reflect on their experiences since last group event, successes and
challenges
o Highlight key learnings and/or patterns from reflections above
o Collect ideas for possible solutions to problems found
o Group clearly identified next steps to be taken.
Ready: Preparation and pre-work (focus) for next event
o Group aware of next meeting outcome(s) and how it links to the group goal(s) and their own
Farm Action Plan
o Group to be asked to do some preparation for next event
o Group engaged in identifying any guest speaker (subject matter expert) for next group day.

END OF ANNEX 6
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Annex 7
October 2019

Evaluation of RMPP Facilitation Training
Background
The RMPP Facilitation Training Programme, which includes the Lead Facilitator workshop and the
Action Network Fundamentals and Extension Design workshop has now been delivered
successfully for almost two years. The main objective of the facilitation programme was to train
facilitators for RMPP Action Network Action Groups. Secondary to this is the wider objective of
upskilling and developing the rural professionals with a target of 600 rural professionals attending
RMPP training workshops.
To understand the value, effectiveness, impact and wider benefits of the programme for the various
stakeholders who have been involved, both directly and indirectly, feedback was sought in the form
of surveys and an RMPP Partner workshop.
The feedback RMPP receives from the various stakeholders on the Facilitation Programme enables
RMPP to gain insight into the value and benefits of the programme and to reflect on and assist in
any future developments to better meet the needs of the red meat sector.

Process
The stakeholders were divided into four different groups and each group received a different survey.
The groups surveyed were:
• Workshop attendees – everyone who has attended one or both workshops
• Connectors 108
• Facilitators
• RMPP Partners – this feedback was gained through a workshop delivered by RMPP staff.

Feedback Summary
Feedback from Workshop Attendees (56 Responses)
• Overall attendees felt the Lead Facilitator workshop met their expectations and the average
rating was 9/10 with 10 being excellent.
• The attendees thought the skills and knowledge that they learnt during the Lead Facilitator
workshop were valuable and the average rating was 9/10 with 10 being excellent.
• Attendees found the range of facilitation tools and techniques the most useful part of the
Lead Facilitator workshop.
• Of those that completed the survey 60 percent went on to complete the Action Network
Fundamentals and Extension Design workshop. The reasons given for those who did not
continue included timing, time commitment and not planning to be an Action Group
facilitator however 85 percent were keen to undertake further training.
• Overall attendees felt the Action Network Fundamentals and Extension Design workshop
met their expectations and the average rating was 9/10 with 10 being excellent.
• The attendees thought the skills and knowledge that they learnt during the Action Network
108

Connectors are people who help farmers to meet each other in respect to the possibility of their joining an RMPP
Action Group. Anyone with understanding of how the RMPP Action Network functions can be a Connector, e.g. a
farmer or rural professional. More information is here
https://www.actionnetwork.co.nz/site_files/16853/upload_files/ActionNetworkfactsheets-Connector[web].pdf?dl=1
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•
•
•

Fundamentals and Extension Design were valuable and the average rating was 9/10 with 10
being excellent.
90 percent of those surveyed were happy with the communication pre and post the
workshops.
59 percent of attendees stated they often use the skills and knowledge that they learnt
during the training.
89 percent of attendees said there had been wider benefits and value to them from
attending the training. The key themes identified were networking and confidence.

RMPP Connectors (22 Responses)
• Overall, the connectors felt the training met their expectations and the average rating was
9/10 with 10 being excellent.
• The connectors found the skills and knowledge learnt during the training was valuable and
the average rating was 9/10 with 10 being excellent. They identified the range of facilitation
tools and techniques as the most useful part of the training.
• 91 percent of connectors have used the skills and knowledge they learnt during their
training.
• 95 percent of connectors agreed that there had been wider benefits to them from attending
the training. These included confidence, communication and facilitation skills.
RMPP Facilitators (13 responses)
• Overall, the facilitators felt the training met their expectations and the average rating was
9/10 with 10 being excellent.
• The facilitators found the skills and knowledge learnt during the training was valuable and
the average rating was 9/10 with 10 being excellent. They identified the range of facilitation
tools that they learnt on the course as the most useful.
• 85 percent of the facilitators use the skills and knowledge they learnt on the course “often”.
• All the facilitators surveyed had seen wider benefits and value from this training.
Partner Evaluation
Feedback from RMPP Partners on the RMPP Facilitation Programme is a valuable part of the
evaluation process. To gather this information a session facilitated by RMPP staff was delivered
during the Partner Collaboration Meeting. Partners were asked to reflect on the questions below:
• What has been the value of the RMPP Facilitation Programme to your staff and business?
• What value has the RMPP Facilitation Programme had to the wider red meat sector?
• Have there been in wider benefits/value to you and your staff from attending this training?
• Do you have any suggestions or changes to improve the programme?
Seven RMPP Partners gave feedback on the RMPP Facilitation programme; some Partners had been
more involved than others.
The overall feedback from the Partners was that the programme had added value to their staff and
organisation through increased confidence at facilitating and leading meetings. Most saw the value
to the wider red meat sector and the increased skill level and confidence of rural professionals.
Other
There was a common theme from those surveyed around a ‘refresher’ session for all attendees and
some more upskilling on facilitation.
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Annex 8
Table 17: Overview of graduation from RMPP training programmes to 30 September 2020
Report
Section
No.
4.0
5.0

Report
Table
No.
4

Understanding
Your Farming
Business **

6.0

5

Future Focus

7.0

6

Taking
Ownership of
Your Financials

10.0

11

Farm Business
Transition and
Succession
Workshops

11.0

12

Aspiring to Farm
Business
Management and
Ownership
Workshops

12.0

13

Aspiring to Farm
Business
Ownership Action
Groups

13.0

14

Rural
Professional
Action Groups

14.0

15

Facilitation
Training:

Programme
Name

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020
*

Total

14

90

157

224

349

481

548

561

2,424

32

100

146

146

424

800

100

900

226

230

482

78

165

243

26

1. Lead
Facilitator
2. Action N’Work
Fundamentals
and Extension
Design
3. Facilitator
Support
Total

14

90

157

224

12

12

84

84

124

272

170

56

160

87

12

86

561

1,051

42

608
303

98
2,237

1,244

5,578

* These numbers are actual to 31 March plus estimated to 30 September 2020.
** These numbers are the total of UYFB and Wāhine Māia, Wāhine Whenua graduates.
Data Source: Scarlatti, May 2020
RMPP also developed a number of online resources, which farmers and others could use to obtain
information and learn. These were covered in Section 9.0 of another RMPP closing report: Resources
and Tools. This can be accessed here. 109
109

In case the embedded link does not work: https://www.rmpp.co.nz/page/reports/
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Annex 9
Scarlatti Evaluation of the Economic Value of RMPP Training Programmes
Note: The table numbers below are those used by Scarlatti. They do not follow the sequential table
numbering of this report.
Quantified Economic Impact - Training Programmes and Online Learning Resources

Economic benefits
We report two outputs in this analysis – the participating farm benefit and the overall industry
impact.

Participating farm benefit
The participating farm benefit is the average economic benefit received by farms participating in
training programmes or using online learning resources. This varies for different courses reflecting
differences in duration of the learning time and the intensity of the learning experience. The
participating farm benefit applies for that farm from 12 months after attending the course. The
results of our modelling are set out in Table 1.
Table 1: Participating farm benefit for RMPP training programmes and online learning resources
($/ha)
Training programmes and online learning resources

Participating farm
benefit ($/ha)

Understanding Your Farming Business

$4.72

Future Focus

$4.72

Farm Business Transition and Succession Workshops

$5.11

Aspiring to Farm Business Management and Ownership Workshop

$1.13

Taking Ownership of Your Financials

$1.18

Aspiring to Farm Business Ownership Action Groups

$22.38

Facilitation training – Lead Facilitator

$0.79

Facilitation training – Action Network Fundamentals and Extension Design

$0.79

Facilitation training – Facilitator Support

$0.20

Rural Professional Action Groups

$3.44

Online Learning Resources

$0.15

There is a considerable variation in the participating farm benefit for the different programmes. For
example, our model puts a much greater weight on being a part of an Action Group for three years
than engaging with an online resource for 40 minutes. However, when these courses are weighted
by the volume of participation the story shifts considerably – see below.
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Overall industry impact
The overall industry impact is the total additional economic impacts generated by the training
programmes and online learning resources when averaged across all the farms in the industry,
including non-participating farms. The overall industry impact in the central-case of adoption from
2013 to 2040 is displayed in Figure 1 below. The overall industry impact increases rapidly through to
2022. From 2023, the coupled effect of attrition and reduced participant numbers reduces the
benefits. In 2025, the training programmes and online resources are projected to be generating an
overall industry impact of $2.23 per hectare per year, or $18.5 million per annum in total across the
industry.
Figure 1: Overall industry impact generated by the training programmes and online learning resources
in the central-case ($/ha)
$2.50

$2.00

$1.50

$1.00

In 2025 the increase
in profitability
resulting from the
Training
programmes and
online resources will
be $2.23 / ha or
$18.5m for the
industry as a whole

$0.50

2040

2039

2038

2037

2036

2035

2034

2033

2032

2031

2030

2029

2028

2027

2026

2025

2024

2023

2022

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

$0.00

A further breakdown of the overall industry impact generated by the training programmes and
online learning resources is included below in Figure 2 . The primary contributor to the overall
industry impact is Understanding Your Farming Business (50%), followed by the online resources
(23%), Farm Business Transition and Succession workshops (10%), Future Focus (6%) and Taking
Ownership of Your Financials (5%).
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Figure 2: Distribution of 2025 overall industry impact generated by training programmes and online
learning resources in the central-case
Understanding your farming business
Facilitation - lead facilitator

23%

Facilitation - AN fundamentals & extension design
Facilitation - facilitator support
Future focus

50%
Farm business transition and sucession workshops

5%

Aspiring to farm business management and ownership
Taking ownership of your financials

10%
Learning modules

6%
Aspiring to farm business ownership - Action Groups
Rural professional - Action Groups

Sensitivities
Like the Action Network analysis, the results reported above are primarily sensitive to:
•

The inputs and assumptions used in the QUICK model to calculate the participating farm
benefit for the various training programmes and online resources for an individual farm.

•

The adoption scenario.

The uncertainty in these two attributes are different in nature and we examine them separately
below.

The benefits of participating in training programmes or online resources
Two inputs account for most of the uncertainty in the estimate of the participating farm benefit
generated by participating in the training programmes and / or using online resources:
•

The proportion of variation in industry profitability attributed to variation in human
performance.

•

The effectiveness of the training programmes and online resources in modifying knowledge,
attitudes, skills, and aspirations.

For both inputs we have made estimates of the reasonable upper and lower bounds for the values
relating to these inputs. These were approximately 25% higher and 40% lower in the first case, and
100% higher and 50% lower in the second, than the values used in the central-case, we used a
Monte Carlo approach to rerun the model 10,000 times using different input values between these
bounds to generate a distribution of model outputs. We take the values at the 5th and 95th percentile
of the output range to be the lower and upper bounds for each of the training programmes and
collective online resources, according to the schedule in Table 2, for our sensitivity analysis.
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Table 2: Schedule of participating farm benefit for training programmes and online learning resources
- sensitivity to QUICK model assumptions ($/ha)
Training programmes and online learning
resources

Participating farm benefit ($/ha)
Lower bound
Central case
Upper bound
(5th Percentile)
(expected)
(95th Percentile)

Understanding Your Farming Business

$2.16

$4.72

$9.73

Future Focus

$2.16

$4.72

$9.73

Farm Business Transition and Succession
Workshops

$2.34

$5.11

$10.54

Aspiring to Farm Business Management and
Ownership Workshop

$0.52

$1.13

$2.33

Taking Ownership of Your Financials

$0.54

$1.18

$2.43

$10.24

$22.38

$46.12

Facilitation training – Lead Facilitator

$0.36

$0.79

$1.62

Facilitation training – Action Network
Fundamentals and Extension Design

$0.36

$0.79

$1.62

Facilitation training – Facilitator Support

$0.09

$0.20

$0.41

Rural Professional Action Groups

$1.58

$3.44

$7.10

Online Learning Resources

$0.07

$0.15

$0.30

Aspiring to farm Business Ownership Action
Groups

The results of using these values to scale our estimate of the overall industry impact from the
training programmes and online learning resources are displayed in Figure 3 on the following page.
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Figure 3: Overall industry impact generated by training programmes and online learning resources –
sensitivity to QUICK model assumptions ($/ha)
$5.00
$4.50
$4.00
$3.50
$3.00
$2.50

For this sensitivity
analysis, the overall
industry benefit in 2025 is:
- Better-case: $4.57/ha
- Central-case: $2.23/ha
- Worse-case: $1.02/ha
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2021

2020
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2018
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2016
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2014
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$0.00

5th percentile values

Sensitivities to future participation in training programmes and use of online learning
resources
To test the sensitivity of the overall industry impact generated by the training programmes and
online learning resources to the three adoption scenarios discussed above (a worse-case, a centralcase, and a better-case) we held the benefits of participating farm benefit constant at the centralcase values shown in Table 2 above. The sensitivity of the overall industry impact to the three
adoption scenarios is displayed in Figure 4 below.
Figure 4: Overall industry impact generated by the training programmes and online learning resources
– sensitivity to future participation ($/ha)
$3.00
$2.50
$2.00

For this sensitivity analysis, the
overall industry benefit in 2025 is:
- Better-case: $2.60/ha
- Central-case: $2.23/ha
- Worse-case: $1.85/ha

$1.50
$1.00
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2038
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2036

2035

2034

2033

2032

2031

2030

2029

2028

2027

2026

2025

2024

2023

2022

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

$0.00
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Return on investment
The present value (PV) of the additional industry profitability resulting from RMPP's investment in
training programmes and online learning resources is approximately $137m in our central-case
scenario. The ratio of this value to RMPP's investment is approximately 12:1.
Non-economic, and unquantified economic impacts
We identify four non-economic impacts from training courses and online learning resources.

Non-economic impacts
1. Farmer wellbeing – The training programmes that involve either a one-off or series of
workshops will develop social benefits for farmers as they socialise and network with other
participants and facilitators thereby improving farmers wellbeing overall.
2. Environmental outcomes – While the QUICK model used to evaluate the impact of the
training programmes and online learning resources focuses on the changes in farm
productivity, some of the programmes’ and courses’ content will generate environmental
benefits to the industry.
3. Social licence – The additional non-economic benefits covered in the previous two points,
generated alongside the on-farm benefits, should have a small positive impact on public
perception and contribute to farming retaining its social licence to operate.
4. Succession – The demographic of the red meat sector workforce highlights the importance
of succession planning. For many farmers, a good succession plan will be more valuable
than improved profitability although it is acknowledged that these goals will be correlated in
many cases.
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Annex 10

Facilitators for change e-forum 2020
An experience to refresh and explore facilitation and extension for the red meat sector. This
e-forum looks to the future, building on the knowledge already gained through RMPP
facilitation training, working with RMPP Action Groups and through the delivery of RMPP
workshops to sheep and beef farmers.
Website: https://www.rmpp.co.nz/facilitators-of-change-e-forum/

Full Programme
Keynote Speakers
Dr John James and Dr Ruth Nettle
The future of extension - in our sector and beyond
Monday 29 June, 10:30am 90 minutes
Based in Australia, John and Ruth have been at the forefront of some innovative initiatives. Using
their global connections and experience, they will share their thoughts on what extension could look
like now and into the future.
Break out into zoom rooms - two sessions: Reflection/discussion/what does this mean for me/key
curiosities/questions/collate.
Swap between zoom rooms to meet and discuss with other participants.
An introductory video will be released in advance for review and to enable questions to be
submitted for discussion on Monday.
Hugh Galvan
Facilitation lessons from sport
Friday 3 July 9:00am 90 minutes
Hugh is a sport development consultant for Sport NZ. He will share innovations and ideas developed
inside Sport NZ that we can all learn from. These can be applied in any sector, including working with
farmers. Learn about the support framework that is wrapped around coaches to allow them to
become better at working with athletes.
Break out into zoom rooms: Reflection/discussion/what does this mean for me/key
curiosities/questions/collate.
An introductory video will be released in advance for review and to enable questions to be
submitted for discussion on Friday.
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Weekly Workshops
RMPP Action Network - Session One
Monday 6 July (morning) 75 minutes
Mix of panel members
Facilitated by:
Denise Bewsell, Specialist Extension Manager, RMPP
Jeanette Long, President of the Australasia Pacific Extension Network; Facilitator, Trainer and Coach.
RMPP Action Network has seen over 200 farmer groups formed since its inception, with over 90
facilitators working with these groups in the RMPP Action Network.
What have we learnt and what do we take forward? Hear from a facilitator, primary contact farmer,
and an evaluator about their experiences.
An introductory video will be released in advance for review and to enable questions to be
submitted for discussion on Monday.

Skill development in facilitation – managing the lifecycle of a farmer group
Monday 13 July (morning) 75 minutes
Speaker - Simon Sankey, Regional Team Coach, DairyNZ
Simon will share his insights on understanding the ebbs and flows of small groups and how to
manage these.
An introductory video will be released in advance for review and to enable questions to be
submitted for discussion on Monday.

Mental wellbeing for the rural sector
Monday 20 July (morning) 75 minutes
Speaker: Sarah Barr, Partner - Coach Approach Rural, Canterbury
Rural Professionals often enjoy a relationship with their clients that extends beyond just that of
professional adviser. It is a privileged position, but comes with a unique set of challenges around
professional boundaries. Preparing yourself with some basic knowledge and skills will give you the
confidence to handle clients’ stresses appropriately and ensure their challenges do not become your
own.
An introductory video will be released in advance for review and to enable questions to be
submitted for discussion on Monday.

Cultivating a Community of Practice
Monday 27 July (morning) 75 minutes
Speakers: Lab and Mary Wilson, Directors, BATS Inc.
Members of a community of practice learn from and with each other. Challenges of practice drive
the learning and members benefit by improving their practice as a result of their interactions.
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Collective wisdom can be applied to real challenges as well as becoming a source of innovation.
Communities of practice are organic and, whilst they can spring up naturally, they can flourish when
they are nurtured. We will explore the key ingredients, strategies and pitfalls in forming and
sustaining an effective community.
An introductory video will be released in advance for review and to enable questions to be
submitted for discussion on Monday.

Conversations with High Performing Farmers
Monday 3 August (morning) 75 minutes
Speakers: Marc Elliott and a high performing red meat farmer
Marc Elliott is Director Rural at UMR Research and a behavioural researcher who has spent time
interviewing high performing farmers for RMPP. He will share his insights from the research he has
conducted. A high performing farmer in his session will share what has changed over the last three
years, what he sees in the future, and what keeps him awake at night.
An introductory video will be released in advance for review and to enable questions to be
submitted for discussion on Monday.
RMPP Action Network - Session Two
Monday 10 August (morning) 75 minutes
Panel approach
How do we use this model more widely to address industry/sector challenges?
How to use the adoption and support in other aspects/areas. How to use this model to support
farmers through change e.g. regulatory/policy or changing farm policy/behind farm gate.
Use the catchment community approach as an example of how to apply the model in a different
setting.
An introductory video will be released in advance for review and to enable questions to be
submitted for discussion on Monday.

Have available on the website
Webinar
Big picture/global trends – challenges
Speaker: Ian Proudfoot, Global Head of Agribusiness KPMG.
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Keynote Speakers
Dr Ruth Nettle
Dr Nettle leads the Rural Innovation Research Group at the University of
Melbourne. Ruth's personal research interests include:
•
•
•
•

Rural workforce development (human transitions in farming and the
role of collaborative action in supported change)
The role of extension in rural change (learning systems, adaptation)
Multidisciplinary research, development and extension (the role of
RD&E in rural innovation)
Farming systems change (decision-making, technology and change)

Ruth also provides input into the strategic issues facing rural industries in
Australia through strategic reviews in human and social capacity; the role of
development in the future of RD&E; and the role of extension.
Speaking: Monday 29 June, 10:30am
Dr John James
Dr James is passionate about enabling change and innovation and helping
others to learn and build their capacity in this area. For his PhD, he
investigated the factors that affect the adoption of Web 2.0 technologies.
After completing a degree in horticultural science in New Zealand, John’s first
role was as an industry development officer. During this time he began to
understand the purpose of extension, and realised that to enable change he
needed to better understand people and how they approached decision
making and change. So it was back to university.
John completed a Masters degree focusing on adult learning, psychology and
business management. That eventually led him to working at the Rural
Extension Centre, coordinating the delivery of post-graduate courses in
agricultural extension where he was able to share his passion and expertise
with students from across Australia and beyond.
John has also been heavily involved with the Australasia-Pacific Extension
Network (APEN), he was inducted as one of the first APEN Life Members in
2018.
John enjoys using online collaboration tools to complement face-to-face
communication. He pioneered the use of webinars in agriculture to connect
with a geographically distributed audience.
Speaking: Monday 29 June, 10:30am
Hugh Galvan
Hugh is a Sport Development Consultant for Sport New Zealand.
He currently has a focus on developing Trainers within New Zealand’s
National Coach Developer System. Hugh is a “Master Trainer” for World
Rugby and has a focus on developing rugby in Oceania. He was recently
invited to help establish aspects of Sport New Zealand’s Coach Developer
System at the 2019 International Council for Coaching Excellence (ICCE)
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Conference in Japan. He has a family that is immersed in sport and has an
interest in running his farming business in rural Hawkes Bay.
Speaking: Friday 3 July, 9am

Workshop Speakers
Simon Sankey
Simon Sankey has been involved with the New Zealand dairy industry for over
25 years. Brought up on a farm in Mid-Canterbury, he studied Agricultural
Science at Lincoln University and has been involved since then both in
extension and development with the dairy industry.
Simon has had stints as a Consulting Officer in Northland, Nelson and
Canterbury. As part of his role in development, he was involved with both
improving HR practices (HR toolkit) and farm systems (Pasture Plus and
Whole Farm Assessment).
Since 2010 Simon has had an internal coaching role for DairyNZ, he is now
supporting the Farm Performance team. He also contributes internally and
externally to programme design, extension/facilitation and Whole Farm
Assessment training. Simon’s current role gives him the opportunity to work
with farmers, extension agents and programmes to bring about on-farm
change.
He was awarded the 2015 APEN Award for Excellence in Extension for an
Experienced Professional.
Speaking: Monday 13 July, 10:30am
Sarah Barr
Sarah Barr lives and breathes agriculture and the people who work in the
sector. Her work with Coach Approach Rural allows her to assist rural
individuals and businesses to achieve their aspirations in a supported
environment.
Sarah has been a trustee and facilitator with the South Canterbury Rural
Support Trust for seven years. During that time, she has also been contracted
to assist other trusts throughout the South Island to develop their capability
in the wellbeing space.
Sarah has had several MPI contracts to assist rural communities during times
of extreme adversity – droughts, earthquakes and M. bovis. These
experiences have continued to expand her understanding and skill in helping
clients successfully navigate their way through the challenges being faced.
Speaking: Monday 20 July, 10:30am
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Lab Wilson
Lab Wilson has over 20 years’ experience in facilitating learning and
development. In past lives he has been a practicing veterinarian, technical
service advisor and marketing manager for animal health companies.
Since 2007 he has worked in various agricultural extension initiatives and as a
learning facilitator and performance consultant across a range of industries.
Through RMPP he was responsible for the design and delivery of facilitation
courses for rural professionals and others involved in rural extension. He has
collaborated in the creation of an online course, On-farm Consultancy Skills
for rural professionals.
Lab’s mission in life is to help people experience the power of sharing
knowledge. He is deeply interested in the conversations people need to have
to develop mutually rewarding knowledge relationships. He views
Communities of Practice as perhaps the most powerful vehicle to achieve
these relationships.
He is the author of a book, Customers as Learners, published in 2010.
Speaking: Monday 27 July, 10:30am
Mary Wilson
Mary Wilson has over 40 years’ experience in facilitating learning and
development.
Mary was the Establishment Principal of a rapidly growing school for 14 years
where she led the development of a strong and positive Community of
Practice based on a truly shared vision. Mary has worked extensively with
groups across a range of industries supporting change and development of
leadership, culture creation and growth. She is also involved in shared and
personal visioning, coaching, mentoring and developing feedback
environments.
Mary loves helping people gain a clearer picture of where they are going and
supporting them to reach their desired destination. She is deeply invested in
supporting the creation of true collaboration that delivers greater outcomes
than we can achieve alone. Communities of Practice are one of the key
structures to accomplish this.
Speaking: Monday 27 July, 10:30am
Marc Elliot
Marc Elliott is Director (Rural) of UMR Research. Having grown up on a farm,
Marc lives and breathes rural issues, and understands the sector better than
any researcher in the country – the communities, the people, and the work.
Marc has been working with RMPP since the start of the programme and so
has a huge amount of background and knowledge of RMPP. He completed
the initial high performing farmers research in 2014, revisiting these farmers
in 2020. Marc will describe the challenges, opportunities, and differences
across the two pieces of research.
Speaking: Monday 3 August, 10:30am
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Workshop Facilitators
Denise Bewsell
Denise Bewsell has a background in agricultural extension having worked for
an number of years as an extension officer in Victoria, Australia. Her interest
in understanding the adoption of technology in agriculture prompted a move
into extension research, working at the University of New England, New
South Wales, Australia, and then AgResearch in New Zealand.
She started with RMPP in 2016 and worked in the pilot project that was the
precursor to the RMPP Action Network. Denise has been involved in training
and supporting Action Group facilitators as well as helping manage the
evaluation of the Action Network.
Jeanette Long
Jeanette Long is passionate about developing people and leadership skills in
regions and agribusiness. Her work takes her across Australia and New
Zealand where she facilitates a wide range of workshops including extension,
leadership, communication, strategic planning and mentoring.
Jeanette farms with her husband, Bill, and son, Will, as well as working in
their business AgConsulting Co. She has been involved in many extension
projects and leadership roles with boards and committees in agriculture,
education, rural women and fisheries, and brings this personal experience to
her workshops and presentations.
She has qualifications in agriculture, teaching and a Masters in Business
Administration. Jeanette is accredited to deliver the Myers Briggs Type
Indicator, is a trained facilitator, certified coach and has completed the
Australian Institute of Company Directors Diploma.
Jeanette was the recipient of the South Australia Rural Women’s Award in
2004 and received a Centenary Medal in 2003.
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Annex 11
List of documents used in report preparation
Fifteen documents and reports, arranged chronologically below under topic headings, have been
used to prepare this People, Training and Capability Final Report. Where a report is publicly
available, its name is given in blue colour and linked to the document available online.
Report Name

Entity

Focus
Training Programmes
Provides coverage of AWDT’s activities in the
year and strategic directions.

Date

1

AWDT Annual
Report 2016

AWDT

Dec
2016

2

Understanding Your
Farming Business Programme
Overview

AWDT

A course structure, guide, information and
workbook for UYFB Programme participants;
developed by and proprietary to AWDT.

2017

3

Understanding Your
Farming Business
Course Evaluation
Report

UMR

An interview-based, subjective assessment of
the UYFB programme run by AWDT. Summarises
key findings, accompanied by extensive quotes
from course graduates.

May
2017

4

AWDT Annual
Report 2017

AWDT

Provides coverage of AWDT’s activities in the
year and strategic directions.

Dec
2017

5

AWDT Annual
Report 2018

AWDT

Provides coverage of AWDT’s expanding range
of activities in the year, research and strategic
directions.

Dec
2018

6

2018 Delivery Report
and 2019 Progress
Update

AWDT

A confidential report to RMPP on Understanding
Your Farming Business (UYFB) & Wāhine Māia,
Wāhine Whenua.

Dec
2018

7

Future Focus
Evaluation Report
for 2019

AWDT

A confidential report based on survey of all 2019
Future Focus graduates, with their suggestions
for course enhancement.

Sept
2019

8

2019 Delivery Report
and 2020 Progress
Update

AWDT

A confidential report to RMPP on Understanding
Your Farming Business (UYFB) & Wāhine Māia,
Wāhine Whenua.

Dec
2019

MPI Overview
9

Primary Growth
Partnership Annual
Report, 2015/2016

MPI

A brief overview of RMPP and other Primary
Growth Partnership activities from July 2015 to
June 2016. RMPP page 24.

2016

10

MPI Primary Growth
Partnership Annual
Report, 2016/2017

MPI

A brief overview of RMPP and other Primary
Growth Partnership activities from July 2016 to
June 2017. RMPP page 26.

2017

11

MPI Primary Growth
Partnership Annual
Report, 2017/2018

MPI

A brief overview of RMPP and other Primary
Growth Partnership activities from July 2017 to
June 2018. RMPP page 19.

2018

12

RMPP report to MPI
Quarterly Progress Q1 2018 Summary

MPI

Key facts, achievements for the first quarter of
2018

March
2018

13

RMPP Quarterly
Progress Summary:
April to June 2018

MPI

Summary of progress in the quarter and key
achievements

June
2018
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14

RMPP report to MPI
Quarterly Progress
Q3 2018 Summary

MPI

Key facts, achievements for the third quarter of
2018

Sept
2018

13

RMPP Achievements
for the 2018/19 year

MPI

2019

14

Funding and
Programmes - RMPP

MPI

15

RMPP report to MPI
January to March
2019 Executive
Summary

MPI

A brief overview of RMPP and other Primary
Growth Partnership activities from July 2018 to
June 2019.
Key facts, achievements for the 2018/19 year,
and quarterly progress report summaries from
Q3 2015 to Q1 2019.
Key facts, achievements for the first quarter of
2019

2019

March
2019

